
Nuclear Operating Company

South Texas Project Electric Generating Station 4000 Avenue F- Suite A Bay City, Texas 77414 -A---A/---

August 18, 2009
U7-C-STP-NRC-090107

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Request for Additional Information

Attached are the responses to the NRC staff questions included in Request for Additional
Information (RAI) letter numbers 164, 167, 181 and 186 related to Combined License
Application (COLA) Part 2, Tier 2, Chapter 16, Technical Specifications. This submittal
completes the response to RAI letter numbers 164 and 167.

The twenty-two (22) attachments address the responses to the RAI questions listed below:

RAI 16-13 RAI 16-24
RAI 16-14 RAI 16-26
RAI 16-15 RAI 16-27
RAI 16-16 RAI 16-28
RAI 16-17 RAI 16-29
RAI 16-18 RAI 16-30
RAI 16-19 RAI 16-31
RAI 16-20 RAI 16-34
RAI 16-21 RAI 16-35
RAI 16-22 RAI 16-36
RAI 16-23 RAI 16-37

When a change to the COLA is indicated, it will be incorporated into the next routine revision of
the COLA following NRC acceptance of the RAI response.

There are no commitments in this letter.

STI 32520933
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If you have any questions, please contact me at (361) 972-7206, or Bill Mookhoek at
(361) 972-7274.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on

Mark McBurnett
Vice President, Oversight and Regulatory Affairs
South Texas Project Units 3 & 4
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cc: w/o attachment except*
(paper copy)

Director, Office of New Reactors
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Regional Administrator, Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, Texas 76011-8064

Kathy C. Perkins, RN, MBA
Assistant Commissioner
Division for Regulatory Services
Texas Department of State Health Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

Alice Hamilton Rogers, P.E.
Inspections Unit Manager
Texas Department of State Health Services
P.O. Box 149347
Austin, TX 87814-9347

(electronic copy)

*George Wunder
* Stacy Joseph

Loren R. Plisco
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Steve Winn
Eddy Daniels
Joseph Kiwak
Nuclear Innovation North America

Jon C. Wood, Esquire
Cox Smith Matthews

J. J. Nesrsta
R. K. Temple
Kevin Pollo
L. D. Blaylock
CPS Energy

C. M. Canady
City of Austin
Electric Utility Department
721 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704

* Steven P. Frantz, Esquire

A. H. Gutterman, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington D.C. 20004

*George F. Wunder
* Stacy Joseph

Two White Flint North
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
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RAI 16-13

QUESTION:

Revise Section 5.2.2.d to address the final rule amending 10 CFR Part 26. Section 5.2.2.d
contains the requirements on working hours for personnel who perform safety related functions.
TSTF-5 11, Rev. 0 was issued to address the change in requirements in 10 CFR Part 26.
Specifically, the traveler proposes to eliminate Section 5.2.2.d. Revise Section 5.2.2.d to address
TSTF-5 11, Rev. 0.

RESPONSE:

As stated in the response to RAI 16-1, new standard departure (STD DEP) 16.5-5 has been
developed to address unit staff working hours to address 10 CFR Part 26, in accordance with
TSTF-5 11. This standard departure is being incorporated into COLA Revision 3.
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RAI 16-14

QUESTION:

Change reference in PTS 5.5.2.8.b from "DCD Tier 2, Section 15.7.1" to "FSAR Tier 2, Section
15.7.1." This is one example of a global comment for DCD Tier 2 references in the PTS bases,
and in some places, in the PTS, such as in this case. The PTS and bases are derived from (1) the
ABWR generic DCD plus any departures, and (2) site-specific information. Together, these are
the FSAR for the COL.

RESPONSE:

The global change from "DCD Tier 2" to "FSAR Tier 2" will be made to COLA Part 4 in a
future revision to the COLA. Additionally, a standard departure addressing this as well as other
editorial changes will be developed and provided in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-15

QUESTION:

The applicant is requested to update plant-specific technical specification (PTS) 5.5.2.6,
"Inservice Testing Program," to current regulatory requirements. PTS 5.5.2.6, "Inservice Testing'
Program," in Section 5.0, "Administrative Controls," of the STP Units 3 & 4 (STP 3&4) COL
application Part 4, "Technical Specifications," states that the Inservice Testing (IST) Program
references Section XI of the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code) and applicable
Addenda for testing frequencies and other aspects of the IST Program. The IST Program is
categorized as an operational program per the guidance in Commission Paper SECY-05-0197
and Regulatory Guide 1.206. Based on this guidance, a COL Applicant is expected to provide a
full description of operational programs for NRC review in support of its COL application. The
current NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50.55a incorporate by reference the ASME Code for
Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (OM Code) with certain modifications to
supersede Section XI of the ASME BPV Code for the development of IST Programs for new
nuclear power plants and as operating plants update their IST Programs in accordance with the
regulations. Further, NUREG-1434, "Standard Technical Specifications for General Electric
Plants, BWR/6," Revision 3.1, dated December 1, 2005, specify the use of the ASME OM Code
for development of the IST Programs for these plants. The NRC staff requests that the STP 3&4
COL applicant update PTS 5.5.2.6 in Part 4, and in Chapter 16 of Part 2, "Final Safety Analysis
Report," of the STP 3&4 COL application, to reference the ASME OM Code consistent with the
full description of the IST Program to be reviewed by the NRC staff. using the guidance in NRC
Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.6, "Functional Design, Qualification, and Inservice Testing
Programs for Pumps, Valves, and Dynamic Restraints." PTS 5.5.2.6 should also note that the
NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50.55a specify modifications to the IST provisions in the ASME
OM Code that need to be addressed as part of the IST Program for STP 3&4. For example, the
NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50.55a(b)(3)(ii) require the establishment of a program to ensure
that motor-operated valves continue to be capable of performing their design-basis safety
functions. In accordance with the ABWR design certification rule and 10 CFR 52.7, the
applicant is also requested to describe and justify the update to PTS 5.5.2.6 in an associated
standard departure from the ABWR generic TS (GTS) in Part 7, "Departures Report." of the STP
3&4 COL application. In addition, the applicant is requested to add a markup of the affected
GTS pages in Chapter 16 of Part 2 of the STP 3&4 COL application.

RESPONSE:

PTS 5.5.2.6 will be upgraded to current regulatory requirements and to reference the ASME OM
Code. The attached changes will be made to COLA Part 2, subsection 16.5.2.2.6 and to COLA
Part 4, TS 5.2.2.6. Additionally, new standard departure (STD DEP) 16.5-6 (attached) provides
the basis for this change. These changes will be made in a future revision to the COLA.
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Inservice Testing Program

fhs proaram provides controlsfor inservice testinqofASMECode
6lass 1, 2, and 3 components. This program shall include the

following:

a. Testing frequencies specified in ý966"4Wef the alable
edition and addenda of the ASME Boil• r and Prssure Vessel Code

afollows Code for Operations and
Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (ASME OM Code):

ASME Boiler andl Pressureq
ýV§selOM Code and
applicable Addenda
terminology for
inservice testing
activities

Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly or every

3 months
Semiannually or

every 6 months
Every 9 months
Yearly or annually
Biennially or every

2 years

Required Frequencies
for performing inservice
testinq activities

At least once per 7 days
At least once per 31 days

At least once per 92 days

At least once per 184 days
At least once per 276 days
At least once per 366 days

At least once per 731 days

b. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the above required
Frequencies and to other normal and accelerated Frequencies
specified as 2 years or less in the Inservice Testincq Procqram
for performing inservice testing activities;

c. The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to inservice testing
activities; and

d. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and PressuFr Vc• OMCode
shall be construed to supersede the requirements of any TS.
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STD DEP 16.5-6, TS 5.5.2.6 - Inservice Testing Program

Description

The IST Program is categorized as an operational program per the guidance in Commission
Paper SECY-05-0197 and Regulatory Guide 1.206. Based on this guidance, a COL Applicant is
expected to provide a full description of operational programs for NRC review in support of its
COL application. The current NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50.55a incorporate by reference the
ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (OM Code) with certain
modifications to supersede Section XI of the ASME BPV Code for the development of IST
Programs for new nuclear power plants and as operating plants update their IST Programs in
accordance with the regulations. Further, NUREG-1434, "Standard Technical Specifications for
General Electric Plants, BWR/6," Revision 3.1, dated December 1, 2005, specify the use of the
ASME OM Code for development of the IST Programs for these plants.

The proposed change updates PTS 5.5.2.6 in Part 4, and in Chapter 16 of Part 2, "Final Safety
Analysis Report," of the STP 3&4 COL application, to reference the ASME OM Code,
consistent with the full description of the IST Program and in accordance with the guidance in
NRC Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.6, "Functional Design, Qualification, and Inservice
Testing Programs for Pumps, Valves, and Dynamic Restraints."

Evaluation Summary

This departure was evaluated per Section VIII.C.4 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 52, which
requires that 1) the exemption is authorized by law, will not present an undue risk to the public
health and safety, and is consistent with the common defense and security; and 2) special
circumstances are present as specified in 10 CFR 50.12(a)(2).
As shown below, both of these two criteria are satisfied.

(1) The exemption is not inconsistent with the Atomic Energy Act or any other statute and
therefore is authorized by law. As discussed above, the departure is a clarification of an
acceptable process for compliance with current regulatory requirements and therefore will not
present an undue risk to the public health and safety, and the departure does not relate to security
and does not otherwise pertain to the common defense and security.

(2) Special circumstances are present as specified in 10 CFR 50.12(a)(2). Specifically, special
circumstance (ii) is present, since change is to bring this section into agreement with 10 CFR 52.

As demonstrated above, this exemption complies with the requirements in Section VIII.C.4 of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 52. Therefore, STPNOC requests that the NRC approve this
exemption.
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RAI 16-16

QUESTION:

In the LCO section of the bases for PTS 3.9.5 on Page B 3.9.5-2, replace the greater than symbol
with the greater than or equal to symbol for consistency with the condition for the minimum
scram accumulator pressure in other parts of the PTS. This GTS bases deviation must be
addressed in a standard departure, such as STD DEP 16.3-15.

RESPONSE:

In Part 4, on page B 3.9.5-2, the greater than symbol in the LCO will be replaced with the greater
than or equal to symbol for consistency with the condition for the minimum scram accumulator
pressure in other parts of the PTS.

This change will be made in a future revision to the COLA. Additionally, a standard departure
addressing this as well as other editorial changes to the DCD is being developed and will be
provided in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-17

QUESTION:

Correct the following editorials contained in Section 2.0 of the Technical Specifications:

1. On page B2.1.1-3, the first and second paragraphs need to be separated by a line in accordance
with the Technical Specifications Writer's Guide.

2. On page B2.1.2-2, there is no period at the end of Reference 2.

RESPONSE:

Part 4 Bases page B2.1.1-3 - The first and second paragraphs will be separated by a line in
accordance with the Technical Specifications Writer's Guide.

Part 4 Bases page B2.1.2-2 - A period will be placed at the end of Reference 2.

These changes will be made in a future revision to the COLA. These changes do not involve an
editorial change to the DCD; therefore a standard departure addressing these changes is not
required.
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RAI 16-18

QUESTION:

Correct the following editorials contained in Section 3.4 of the Technical Specifications (Note
that #10 below also regards Section 3.9):

1. In bases 3.4.1, the last line of the LCO section lists Reference 1. This should list Reference 3.

2. Revise the Completion Time for Required Action A. I of PTS 3.4.2 from "14 day" to "14 days"
on page 3.4.2-1.

3. Replace the description of Required Action B. 1 of PTS 3.4.3, on page 3.4.3-1, to "Reduce
LEAKAGE increase to within limits." Condition B is that the unidentified LEAKAGE increase
is not within limit. The Required Action to reduce the LEAKAGE to within limits does not
necessarily address this Condition, since the unidentifed LEAKAGE can still be within its limit
of 19 L/min when the LEAKAGE increase is greater than its limit of 8 L/min. The bases for
Actions B. I and B.2 defines the Action as reducing the LEAKAGE increase to within limits, and
this change is needed to make the Required Action consistent with the bases for the Required
Action.

4. Revise the second paragraph of bases 3.4.4, Applicable Safety Analyses to have "RCS PIV
leakage satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement." as its' own paragraph for consistency
with the format used in other sections of the bases.

5. Replace "LCO Note" with "LCO Note l" in the second line of the first paragraph of the bases
for Required Actions B.1, B.2 and B.3 of PTS 3.4.7, on page B 3.4.7-4.

6. Replace "LCO Note" with "LCO Note 1" in the second line of the first paragraph of the bases
for Required Actions B.1 and B.2 of PTS 3.4.7, on page B 3.4.8-3.

7. Align the page header "3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)" with the left margin of
page 3.4.9-1 of PTS 3.4.9.

8. Replace "3.4.9" with "3.4.8" in the discussion of STD DEP 16.3-9, LCO 3.4.7, Alternate
Decay Heat Removal, on page 2.2-53 of Section 2.2.3 of Part 7 of the COL application.

9. At the top of page 3.4.9-1, correct the alignment of "3.4 Reactor Coolant System (RCS)" in
Section 3.4.9.

10. The applicant is requested to- revise the Applicable Safety Analyses section of the bases for
PTS 3.4.7, 3.4.8, 3.9.7, and 3.9.8 to include the appropriate 10 CFR 50.36 criteria for LCO
inclusion in technical specifcations. In the Applicable Safety Analyses of the PTS bases sections
listed above, each section has the following similar statement: although the system does not meet
a specific criterion of the NRC Policy Statement, it was identified in the NRC Policy Statement
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as an important contributor to risk reduction. Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36( c)(2)(ii) states that an
SSC which operating experience or PRA has shown to be significant to public health and safety
must be included in the technical specifications. Additionally, in the STS the corresponding
bases sections appropriately include the reference to Criterion 4. Revise the bases sections listed
above to appropriately reflect the appicable technical specification criteria.

RESPONSE:

1. As stated in the response to RAI 16-1, the optional flexibility to operate with fewer than 9
reactor internal pumps (RIPs) is not currently supported by analysis; therefore, the bracketed
optional flexibility in LCO 3.4.1 is being removed. Standard departure 16.3-96 has been written
to remove the information contained within the TS and the Bases pertaining to fewer than 9 RIPs
in operation, including this portion of the paragraph in question. Therefore, no changes are
needed.

2. The Completion Time for Required Action A. l of PTS 3.4.2 will be changed from "14 day" to
"14 days" on Part 4 page 3.4.2-1.

3. As stated in the response to RAI 16-2, LCO 3.4.3(d) and ACTION B, concerning unidentified
leakage rate increase within the previous 4 hours are being removed from the PTS. Therefore,
no changes are needed.

4. The second paragraph of Part 4 Bases 3.4.4, Applicable Safety Analyses will be revised to
have "RCS PIV leakage satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement." as its own paragraph
for consistency with the format used in other sections of the bases.

5. "LCO Note" will be replaced with "LCO Note 1" in the second line of the first paragraph of
the Part 4 Bases for Required Actions B.1, B.2 and B.3 of PTS 3.4.7, on page B 3.4.7-4.

6. "LCO Note" will be replaced with "LCO Note 1" in the second line of the first paragraph of
the Part 4 Bases for Required Actions B.1 and B.2 of PTS 3.4.8, on page B 3.4.8-3.

7. The page header "3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)" will be aligned with the left
margin of Part 4 page 3.4.9-1 of PTS 3.4.9.

8. Technical Specification "3.4.9" will be replaced with "3.4.8" in the discussion of STD DEP
16.3-9, LCO 3.4.7, Alternate Decay Heat Removal, in Section 2.2.3 of Part 7 of the COL
application.

9. The alignment of "3.4 Reactor Coolant System (RCS)" in Part 4 Section 3.4.9, at the top of
page 3.4.9-1, will be corrected.

10. The Applicable Safety Analyses sections of the Part 4 Bases for PTS 3.4.7, 3.4.8, 3.9.7, and
3.9.8 will be revised to include the appropriate 10 CFR 50.36 criteria for LCO inclusion in
Technical Specifications, namely Criterion 4.
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These changes will be made in a future revision to the COLA. Additionally, a standard departure
addressing these as well as other editorial changes to the DCD is being developed and will be
provided in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-19

QUESTION:

Correct the following editorial contained in Section 3.10 of the Technical Specifications:

1. On page 3.10.1-1, line a. under LCO 3.10.1 has a closed bracket (]) at the end of the line with
no corresponding open bracket anywhere preceding in the line.

RESPONSE:

Part 4 TS page 3.10.1-1, line a. under LCO 3.10.1 - the closed bracket (]) at the end of the line
will be removed.

This change will bemade in a future revision to the COLA. Additionally, a standard departure
addressing this as well as other editorial changes to the DCD is being developed and will be
provided in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-20

QUESTION:

Correct the following editorials contained in Section 3.8 of the Technical Specifications:

Section 3.8.1

1. The applicant is requested to add GTS 3.8.1 ACTION D to PTS 3.8.1 ACTIONS. GTS 3.8.1
ACTION D, for the condition of two required offsite circuits inoperable, apprears to have
been inadvertently omitted from PTS 3.8.1 ACTIONS, since it is included in the bases
ACTIONS section for PTS 3.8.1.

Section 3.8.2

1. PTS 3.8.2 Required Action A. I should be Required Action A. 1.1 to match the GTS 3.8.2
Required Action A. 1.1.

2. The conjunction "or" should be removed, and the subsequent phrase should phrase begin on its
own line, in alignment with the first line of the applicability of PTS 3.8.2, in order to
conform to the STS writer's guide for applicability statements. This correction will
require a STD DEP in COLA Part 7.

Section 3.8.9

1. Place line separators between the BACKGROUND and APPLICABLE SAFETY
ANALYSES bases sections and between the APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES and
LCO bases sections for PTS 3.8.9.

2. Revise the PTS 3.8.9 bases LCO section on page B 3.8.9-3 to be consistent with the language
in the corresponding GTS 3.8.9 bases LCO section; specifically, the following sentence
does not make sense: "Maintaining the three Divisions of AC and the four Divisions of
DC and AC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures that
the redundancy incorporated in the design of the ESF systems Bypass System inoperable,
modifications to the MCPR limits (LCO 3.2.2), is not defeated." It should read consistent
with the GTS 3.8.9 bases page B.3.8.9, LCO Section, second paragraph, first line, which
states, "Maintaining the three Divisions of AC and the four Divisions of DC and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures that the redundancy
incorporated in the design of the ESF systems is not defeated."

3. On PTS 3.8.9 bases page B 3.8.9-3, in the LCO section, between the first and second
paragraph on the page, there is an extra line break that should be removed.
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RESPONSE:

Section 3.8.1

1. LCO 3.8.1 ACTION D, the condition of two required offsite circuits inoperable, was
inadvertently omitted from the COLA Part 4 PTS 3.8.1 ACTIONS in Revision 2. It is
being restored in Revision 3.

Section 3.8.2

1. PTS 3.8.2 Required Action A. 1 will be restored to Required Action A. 1.1 to match the GTS
3.8.2 Required Action A. 1.1.

2. The conjunction "or" will be removed, and the subsequent phrase will begin on its own line, in
alignment with the first line of the APPLICABILITY of PTS 3.8.2, in order to conform to
the STS writer's guide for applicability statements.

Section 3.8.9

1. Line separators will be placed between the BACKGROUND and APPLICABLE SAFETY
ANALYSES Bases sections and between the APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES and
LCO Bases sections for PTS 3.8.9.

2. PTS 3.8.9 Bases LCO section on page B 3.8.9-3 will be restored to the language in the
corresponding GTS 3.8.9 bases LCO section by removing a stray line of text that was
inadvertently introduced into this section of COLA Part 4.

3. The extra line break on PTS 3.8.9 Bases page B 3.8.9-3, in the LCO section, between the first
and second paragraph on the page, will be removed.

These changes will be made in a future revision to the COLA. Additionally, a standard departure
addressing these as well as other editorial discrepancies in the DCD is being developed and will
be provided in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-21

QUESTION:

This is in response to the applicant's response to RAI 16-1.

1. The applicant is requested to replace its proposed setpoint control program (SCP) specification
with a SCP specification based on the SCP specification developed in the ESBWR DC review,
with suitable terminology changes to conform to the STP 3&4 setpoint methodology. See
attached model specification and reviewer's notes for the STP 3&4 PTS.
Each [Sensor] Channel Calibration SR shall state: "Perform [SENSOR] CHANNEL
CALIBRATION on each required [SENSOR CHANNEL] [channel] consistent with
Specification 5.5.2.11, "Setpoint Control Program (SCP)."

2. In your response, under "Surveillance Requirements", if you are providing the plant-specific
operational value for the Frequency, you are using Option 1 - even if you are just removing
brackets from, but not changing, the Frequency value in the GTS.

3. Site-specific disposition of brackets other than Options 2 and 3 is by default Option 1, not
"n/a." See items 8, 13, 14, 15, 19, 26, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 43, 55, 56, 59, 60, 66, 67, 69,
70, 79, 81, 82, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 94, 95, 99, 103, 108, 112, 115, 116, 118, 125, 129, 130,
131,132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141,142, 146, 149, 150, 151,152, 153, 154,
155, and 156.

4. The 92-day divisional functional test and channel functional test frequencies must be justified
in a similar manner to that indicated in the BWR/6 STS bases reviewer's notes; otherwise, a 31
day Frequency should be specified. Also, site-specific disposition of brackets other than Options
2 and 3 is by default Option 1, not "n/a." See items 16, 18, 27, 28, 29, 30, 37, 41, 44, 50, 51, 63,
65, and 68.

5. Items 17 and 21 - Functions 15a and 15b removed by STD DEP TI 2.3-1; disposition of these
items is Option 1. Site-specific disposition of brackets other than Options 2 and 3 is by default
Option 1, not "n/a."

6. Explain how bracketed value for a time constant is determined by the setpoint methodology,
since it is not an instrumentation setting. See item # 23

7. In resolution column of item # 42, "ADS" should be "ASD", which stands for "adjustable
speed drive."

8. Item 46 for PTS SR 3.3.4.2.4, LSFT, should be Option 1, not "n/a," because STD DEP 16.3-
39 will be revised to address testing of the actuated device.
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9. Items 47 and 48 for PTS 3.3.5.1, restoration completion time for ATLM and RWM, should be
Option 1, not "n/a." The applicant is requested to justify the 72-hour completion times beyond
the "the high reliability of the Function" and providing "sufficient time to effect repairs."

10. Items 49, 52, and 53; the applicant is requested to provide justification that the thermal power
values, which are provided for the RWM and ATLM control rod block functions for (a) the
Allowable Value for the low power setpoint (LPSP), and (b) the applicability, are bounding and
useable.

11. Item 54; the applicant is requested to justify the Frequency for SR 3.3.5.1.6 channel check
for inputs to ATLM in the PTS bases for SR 3.3.5.1.6, since the GTS bases does not address the
basis for the Frequency; in addition, specify a 12-hour frequency for consistency with other
channel check frequencies, instead of the bracketed 24-hour frequency.

12. Item 62; the justification for the Frequency for SR 3.3.7.1.1 channel check for CRHA EF
instrumentation Function 1, Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitors, in the PTS bases for
SR 3.3.7.1.1 is insufficient to justify a 24-hour Frequency; specify a 12-hour frequency for
consistency with other channel check frequencies, instead of the bracketed 24-hour frequency.

13. Item 64's resolution states that electrical power monitoring instrumentation setting Allowable
Values are based on the power supply providing 60 Hz ± 5%, and 120 V + 10%. Why is COL
Item resolution Option 3 not used? It is not clear why Option 2 is proposed. The bases for LCO
3.3.8.1 contains the same discussion of Allowable Values and nominal trip setpoints that is
contained in the bases for other instrumentation specifications.

14. Items 74 and 75 are listed as Option 3; therefore, the placeholders for the temperature criteria
for performing SR 3.4.9.4 and SR 3.4.9.5 should state "as specified in the PTLR in accordance
with Specification 5.7.1.6," or an equivalent statement. The PTLR methodologies must have
been approved by the NRC and referenced in PTS 5.7.1.6.

15. Item 80; the bases for the primary containment air lock door seal gap pressure criterion for
air lock leak test surveillance, SR 3.6.1.2.1, contains the bracketed phrase "The acceptance
criteria were established [during initial air lock and primary containment OPERABILITY
testing]." The applicant is requested to revise this statement to reflect the actual basis for the
chosen value because at COL issuance, the "initial ... testing" is yet to be done. Also, the
resolution method for the bases item is the same as for the associated specification item, Option
1, not "n/a."

16. Item 83 is resolved using Option 2: "the 50% blockage is bounding and the brackets will be
removed." The applicant is requested to provide justification that the 50% value is bounding and
useable for plant operation without restriction.

17. Item 84's resolution states "The [GTS SR 3.6.1.3.14.bases] reviewer's note will be reinserted
[in the bases for corresponding PTS SR 3.6.1.3.13], the bracketed MODE requirement will be
changed to 1, 2 and 3, and the brackets will be removed." Site-specific disposition of brackets
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other than Options 2 and 3 is by default Option 1, not "n/a." There is no need to retain the
reviewer's note in PTS SR 3.6.1.3.13. The applicant is requested to justify why the PTS includes
this surveillance requirement in consideration of the reviewer's note.

18. Item 103's resolution refers to the "Instrument Setpoint Summary Report" as the location for
response time limits for main turbine bypass system instrumentation functions. Is this the title of
the document that the SCP specification requires to be established?

19. Items 104, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, and 123 are proposed to be resolved using
Option 2. The applicant is requested to explain why it considers the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 to be bounding values for diesel generator and combustion turbine
generator testing acceptance criteria for frequency, power factor, voltage, and power; or change
the resolution to Option 1.

20. Item 115's and 116's resolutions should include removal of bracketed reviewer's notes in the
bases for SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.10, SR 3.8.1.13, and SR 3.8.1.18. Site-specific disposition of
brackets other than Options 2 and 3 is by default Option 1, not "n/a."

21. Items 119, 120, 121, and 122 for battery parameters and surveillance acceptance criteria
values were taken from NUREG-1434 Rev. 1, and are considered representative of the values
expected for the STP 3 & 4 batteries. The applicant is requested to justify that these values are
bounding and useable for the safety-related batteries expected to be used for STP Units 3 & 4.

22. Item 146's resolution should include removal of the bracketed reviewer's note in GTS
5.5.2.7.c, with an explanation of how the note was applied to STP 3 & 4 ventilation filter testing.
Site-specific disposition of brackets other than Options 2 and 3 is by default Option 1, not "n/a."

23. Item 149's resolution proposes to retain the bracketed placeholder in GTS 5.7.1.1 (b). This
should be removed because it is unnecessary; also PTS cannot contain bracketed information.
Site-specific disposition of brackets other than Options 2 and 3 is by default Option 1, not "n/a."

24. Item 156's resolution proposes to retain the bracketed statement in GTS 5.7.2. This
statement should be removed because it is unnecessary; also PTS cannot contain bracketed
information. Site-specific disposition of brackets other than Options 2 and 3 is by default Option
1, not "n/a."

RESPONSE:

The response to RAI 16-1 has been revised for each item, where appropriate. The table
accompanying the original response to RAI 16-1, showing the revised response, is attached.
COLA markups are also provided, as appropriate. Specific responses are discussed below:

1. The setpoint control program (SCP), TS 5.5.2.11 proposed in our response to RAI 16-
1 will be replaced with the specification developed during the ESBWR DC review,
with suitable terminology changes to conform to the STP 3&4 setpoint methodology
(attached). These changes include:
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a. Section b., Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP) is deleted. The As Found
Tolerance (AFT) in the direction of interest will replace this term.

b. Section c. 1., The phrase "the previous as-left value" is deleted. During
normal surveillance testing the as-found value will be compared to the
specified NTSP, not the previous as left value.

c. Section c. 1.i is replaced in its entirety with the following paragraphs:

If the as-found value of the instrument channel trip setting differs from the
specified NTSP by less than the As Left Tolerance then the device is
considered OPERABLE and does not require calibration, and the surveillance
requirement is met.

If the as-found value of the instrument channel trip setting differs from the
specified NTSP by more than the pre-defined test acceptance criteria band
(i. e., the specified AFT) then the instrument channel shall be within the ALT
before declaring the surveillance requirement met and returning the
instrument channel to service. This condition shall be entered into the plant 's
corrective action program to assess the long term performance of the channel
to the design basis requirements.

d. Section c. 1.ii is deleted in its entirety. The Allowable Value will not be used
as a determination of operability.

e. Section c.2., the statement within the parentheses is deleted because the LTSP
is not used.

f. Section d., the words "either" and "or the specified NTSP" are deleted. Only
the as-found and the as-left values will be used for trending.

g. Section e., the acronym LTSP is deleted because this term is not used.

Additionally, the "Allowable Value" columns will be deleted from the specifications that
contain them, similar to the ESBWR changes developed during the ESBWR DC review.
In order to remove the "Allowable Value" columns, each [Sensor] Channel Calibration
SR will be revised to state: "Perform [SENSOR] CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each
required [SENSOR CHANNEL] [channel] consistent with Specification 5.5.2.11,
"Setpoint Control Program (SCP)," with the brackets filled in and removed.

2. Surveillance Requirement Frequencies will be reclassified as Option 1.
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3. The site-specific disposition of brackets for items 8, 13, 14, 15, 19, 26, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
38, 39, 40, 43, 55, 56, 59, 60, 66, 67, 69, 70, 79, 81, 82, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 94, 95, 99,
103, 108, 112, 115, 116, 118, 125, 129, 130, 131,132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139,
140, 141, 142, 146, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, and 156 will be reclassified as
Option 1.

4. The 92-day divisional functional test and channel functional test frequencies will be
revised to 31 day frequencies for items 16, 18, 27, 28, 29, 30, 37, 41, 44, 50, 51, 63, 65,
and 68. The site-specific disposition of brackets for items 16, 18, 27, 28, 29, 30, 37, 41,
44, 50, 51, 63, 65, and 68 will be reclassified as Option 1.

5. Items 17 and 21 - The original GTS Table 3.3.1.1-1, Functions 15 a & 15 b, Main Steam
Tunnel Radiation-High, were deleted in accordance with STD DEP TI 2.3-1. They are
not included in the Technical Specifications; therefore they are not covered by ISG-08.
However, the classification n/a will be changed Option 1.

6. Item 23 - The thermal power time constant in Table 3.3.1.1-1, Function 2.b, APRM
Simulated Thermal Power-High, Flow Biased is 7 seconds. This item will be reclassified
as Option 1.

7. Item 42 - "ADS" will be changed to "ASD" in the resolution column.

8. Item 46 - PTS SR 3.3.4.2.4 is being restored to the original DCD wording, "Perform
LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, including [valve] actuation." The brackets will
be removed, STD DEP 16.3-39 will not need revision and this item will be reclassified as
Option 1.

9. Items 47 and 48 - The restoration completion times of 72 hours for the ATLM and the
RWM in ACTIONS A and C are based on the low probability of an event occurring
coincident with a failure in the remaining OPERABLE channel. These items will be
reclassified as Option 1.

The Bases for ACTIONS A.1 and for C.1 will be revised to read:

A. 1 and A.2

When either A TLM becomes inoperable a rod block is issued and automatic RCIS
actions prohibited by forcing the RCIS to be in the manual mode. Automatic operation
can be restored only by restoring A TLM operation. Manual control of rod withdrawal (in
either RCIS manual or semi-automatic mode) may proceed if the inoperable A TLM is
placed in bypass. The [72] hour Completion Time for Action A. 1 is based on the low
brobbio a n event occurring oi~nciden-ý'-twith a fai-lure of the remaininq OPERABLE

'channel, the high reliability of the A TLM Function, and provides sufficient time to effect
repairs.
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C.1

When either RWM becomes inoperable a rod block is issued and automatic RCIS
actions prohibited by forcing the RCIS to be in the manual mode. Automatic operation
can be restored only by restoring RWM operation. Manual control rod withdrawal may
proceed (in the RCIS manual or semi-automatic mode) if the inoperable RWM is
placed in bypass. The [72] hour Completion Time is based on the,,Iow probab5itvof-an
event occurrngc coincident with a failure of the remaining OPERABLE channel, the
high reliability of the RWM Function and provides sufficient time to effect repairs. The
RWM is considered to remain OPERABLE when individual control rods are bypassed
as required by LCO 3.1.3 or LCO 3.1.6.

10. Items 49, 52 and 53 - The NRC Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation Relating to Amendment 17 General Electric Topical Report NEDE-2401 I-P,
"General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel" contained in NEDO-2401 1-A-
14-US concludes that "the need for the RSCS (and the RWM above 10 percent power) is
no longer apparent." Thus, 10% has been determined to be an acceptable value for the
RWM control rod block functions for (a) the Allowable Value for the low power setpoint
(LPSP), and for (b) the Applicability.

With thermal power below 30% RTP, the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) is
sufficiently high to prevent falling below the Safety Limit MCPR (SLMCPR), even in the
event of the most severe control rod withdrawal event (RWE). Therefore, the ATLM
function is not required below 30% RTP. Thus, 30% has been determined to be an
acceptable value for the ATLM control rod block functions for (a) the Allowable Value
for the low power setpoint (LPSP), and for (b) the Applicability.

These items will be reclassified as Option 1.

11. Item 54 - The Channel Check for the process parameter and setpoint inputs to the ATLM
has different characteristics from the Channel Check for other systems. This difference is
based on the fact that the ATLM does not have its own dedicated instruments and the
Channel Check of the ATLM is not carried out to directly measured values. The thermal
limit values (MCPR and APLHGR) used by the ATLM are not measured values from
instruments, but are values calculated by the Core Monitoring System (CMS). Therefore,
the input values to the CMS are verified in the Channel Check of the ATLM. The
consistency of the values reported from CMS and the values reported from the Plant
Computer Functions (PCF) is verified by the input signals used for calculation of MCPR
and APLHGR in CMS. Technical Specification Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 state that the
thermal limit values shall be verified once in 24 hours. Therefore, the values used for
thermal limit values calculated by CMS should be verified at the same frequency of 24
hours. The last paragraph of the SR 3.3.5.1.7 Bases will be revised to read

Pe Freqluency is based upol oprating exerience that demonstrates chnel',fil i
rare and on the 9 nline-diagnostics that monitor the channels for proper operation. The
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specified high reliability of each channel provides confidence that a channel failure
will be rare. The CHANNEL CHECKs, e:very 24 hours supplementl less formal, but
more frequent, checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

12. Item 62 - A 12-hour frequency will be specified for SR 3.3.7.1.1, the channel check for
CRHA EF instrumentation Function 1, Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitors.
This item will be reclassified as Option 1.

13. Item 64 - This item will be reclassified as Option 3, the allowable values will be removed
and SR 3.3.8.1.2 will be revised to state: "Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each
required CHANNEL consistent with Specification 5.5.2.11, "Setpoint Control Program
(SCP)."

14. Items 74 and 75 - The values presented in the GTS are acceptable for vessel and head
flange surveillance entry conditions. These items will be reclassified as Option 1.

15. Item 80; the Bases for the primary containment air lock door seal gap pressure criterion
for air lock leak test surveillance, SR 3.6.1.2.1, contain the bracketed phrase "The
acceptance criteria were established [during initial air lock and primary containment
OPERABILITY testing]." This statement will be revised to read "The acceptance
criteria were established based on the type of door seal used and will be verified during
initial air lock and primary containment OPERABILITY testing." This item will be
reclassified as Option 1.

16. Item 83 - It has been determined that the 550mm containment purge valves do not require
blocking in order to isolate on a DBA. Therefore, SR 3.6.1.3.13 is being deleted.

17. Item 84 - PTS SR 3.6.1.3.13 will be deleted because the purge valves are not required to
be blocked. The [GTS SR 3.6.1.3.14.bases] reviewer's note will not be reinserted.

18. Item 103 will be revised to replace [unit specific documentation] with Technical
Requirements Manual. Response times are not considered a part of the setpoint control
program (SCP) and the Technical Requirements Manual is not the document the SCP
requires to be established.

19. Items 104, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, and 123 will be reclassified as Option 1.
The values will remain the same.

20. Items 115 and 116 will include removal of the bracketed reviewer's notes in the Bases for
SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.10, SR 3.8.1.13, and SR 3.8.1.18. These items will be reclassified
as Option 1.
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21. Items 119, 120, 121, and 122

* Item 119 - Battery terminal voltage will be revised from 129V to 130V to be
consistent with the minimum float voltage requirements of all three major suppliers of
safety related batteries in the USA. Connection resistances will be revised from 1.5E-
4 ohms to "< 20% above the resistance as measured during installation of the battery"
to be consistent with the values and limits described in IEEE 450, and as used by all
three major suppliers of safety related batteries in the USA.

* Item 120 - The charger amperage will be revised from 400 amps to 600amps based on
the use of a 600 amp battery charger.

* Item 121 - 11 OV will remain for discharge, but the overcharge voltage will be revised
from 150V to 140V to be consistent with the specified battery voltage range of 105 to
140V.

" Item 122 - The specific gravity values are consistent with those used by all three
major suppliers of safety related batteries in the USA.

These items will be reclassified as Option 1.

22. Item 146 - the reviewer's note in TS 5.5.2.7 will be removed because the ventilation filter
laboratory testing is in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, Section 6,
"Laboratory Testing Criteria for Activated Carbon." The note is unnecessary to meet the
criteria of the Regulatory Guide. This item will be reclassified as Option 1.

23. Item 149 - The bracketed placeholder in GTS 5.7.1.1(b) will not be reinserted. This item
will be reclassified as Option 1.

24. Item 156 - The bracketed placeholder in GTS 5.7.1.1(b) will not be reinserted. This item
will be reclassified as Option 1.
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r5.0 ADMbI NI STRTV CONTfROLS

5.5 Programsad Manuals~

gprog establihed,, implementd.ted, a mintind.

#.5.2.1i "Setpo (SCP)

a. The Setpoint Control Programn(SCP) implements th~eregulatory requirement of
10 CFR 50.36(c) (1)(ii)(A) that technical specifications will include items in~the
category of liTmilting safety system settings (LSSS), which ýare settings for,-
'automatic prtective devicesrelated to those variables having significantsafety
functions.

b. The Limiting trip Setpeoit (LTSP),' Nominal Trip Setpoint (NTSP), Allowable
Value (AV), As-Found Tolerance (AFT) which serves as the Limitinq Trip Setpoint
(LTSP) in the direction of interest, and As-Left Tolerance (ALT) for each.Technical
Specificati6n required automatic, protection instrumentation function shall be
calculated in conformance with the instrumentation setpoint metho'dology previously
reviewed and approved by the NRC in [M•ethodology for South Texas Project Units 3
& 4 ABWR Technical Specification Setpoints." Revision 0, dated November 2009,
(MLxxxxxxxxx)], and the conditions stated in the associated NRC safety! evaluation;.
[Letter to, STPNQC from NRC, Title, dated Month, dd, yyyy, (MLxxxxxxxxx)].i

c. For each Technical Sp•cification required automatic protection instrumentation
function, performance of a, SENSOR CHANNEL CALIBRATION and, a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION surveillance shall include the following:

1. '.fThe as-foiundvalue of thSeinstrument channel trip ing shall be compared
with the•previous as loft valnuy or the specified NTSP.

i. If the as-found value of the instrument channel trip setting differs from the
e ieu c ars lebf value orthe r specified NTSP by meso than the pre definte

te~t ac~eptance criteria band (i.e., the specificd AFT) less than the As
Lefta olerance, then thetdevice is considered operable and does not
require calibration: and the surveillance requirement is met. iturnlnt
channel shall be evaluated to verify that it isfunctioning in aGcordanGc
with its design basis bcfnriz decla;ýring thSu"ilancrqirmn

and rstrumeing the instrument channel to s ricen This aenditieReshallhbe
dispositi~orncd by the plafntýb ,~rrective~ action pr-g~am.

If the as-found value of the instrument channel trip setting differs from the
~specified NTSP by more than the pre-defined test acceptance criteria
band (i.e~. the specified AFT) then the instrument channel shall be within
the ALT before declaring the surveillance requir'ement met and retufrning
the in~strumnent~ channel to service. This condition shall be entered~ into the
plant's corrective action program to assess the Iong term performance of
the channel to the desiqn basis req uirements.
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ii. if the as found value of the instrument Ghannel trip settig is less-
Gensewative than the Specified Aom V, then the supve llaRco reguiernentis
not mct a~ndi the instrumpent chan~el shall be in edia"e~ deGlar~d
#Ieperable

h~ T e ins-t r um e nt -ch'an-.n,--el tr-i p' s ett in g s hal l b~e -s'et tot6,a v-aIu e w i t-hin t__h e§ pe Iiied,
,ALT around the specified NTSP (a trip .setting as or mrnee Gonservative thaR
~the specified LTSP)~ at the completion of the surveillance-, otherwise, the
saurve~illance requirement is not met and the instrument channel shall be
immedia~telydeclared inoperable.

d.The'difference betweeIn 1.the instrument ch an'nel'trip -setting as I-fo Iund value and
eih the previous as -''Ieft value or; the specified NTSP, for each Technical

,Specification required automatic protection instrumentation function shall be,
trended and evaluated to verify that the instrument channel is functioningin
ic.orcance with its design basis.

e. The SC• P shall establish a document containing the current values of the
specified[ =TSPFNTSP; AV, AFT, and ALT for each Technical Specification
required automatic protection instrumentation function,,and referencesto the
'calculation documentation. Changes to this document shall be governed by the
regulatory requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. In addition, changes to the specified,
LTSPiNTSP, AV, AFT, and ALT values shall be governed bythe approved
setpoint methodology. This document including any midccyle revisions or
supaplemients shiall be provided upon issuance fdr each reload cycle t~o th NRC.

------------------------- REVIEWER'S NOTE, -------------------
Thereferenced NRC approved setpoint methodology shall meet theefollowingguidance,• and shall be applcable to Technical Specification required automatic

protection instrumentation function surveillances that require verification that
setpoints (or channel outputs) are within the necessaryangpeand acupracy(e.gj
CQHANNEL CALIBRATIONS):

1. The rmethodology allows little variation in the vaues calculated by different
analysts usin identical iputvia ues (such as uncertainties and channel calibration
d rift).

2. The 'as-left value of the instrument channel trip setting shall bethe value at which
the channel was set at the completion of thesurveillance with no additional
adjustment of the instrument channel.

... ..as-found value of the instrument ch. annel ... p'.s eti.g shall be.. iil•t -,eIrp s I et 11 tiong
value measured duringmthe subsequent performanceu•o the surveillance before
making any adjustment to the instrument channel ~thWet could change the trip setting
valueý

4. "If t'h'e req~urmenrts, f'5~.5 I.e1. I.1 include an allIowane for the as-ounda value to
be om~~.it~hespcifedNTSP, the following 'conditions _,_-eppie~
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a. The setting tolerance band (i.e., the specifiedAL)MsbelsthnoeqatoteqJr oto h smob L~ ~selss thian or ecual

toh thest quipmerot ofthr sum and the squa~res of refer~ence accuracy, measurement
pnd estequimen errrsandreadability uncertainties;

b. The setting toierance band (i.e., the specifiedtA•T) must be included in the
total loop uncertainty; and

c. The predefined test accept ance criteria band ~(ie.', the specified AF'T) fr he
as found value must include either the setting tolerance b specified ALT)
or the uncertainties associated wjith the setting toleranceband (the specified
ALT), but not both of these.
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South Texas Project Units 3 and 4 Reference Combined License Applications (RCOLAs), Revision 2 Site-Specific
Information Identified in ABWR Generic Technical Specifications (GTS) to be Provided by COL Applicant In the

Plant-Specific Technical Specifications (PTS) - COL Action Item 16-1

Item PTS Source Site-Specific PTS Requirements Option Resolution
No. Subsection Information

1 B 2.1.2 PTS Edition of the Bases for 2.1.2 RCS Pressure SL, ASA 1 The bracketed wording "Later"
ASME, Boiler and paragraph 2, and Reference 5 and "Later Edition" were replaced
Pressure Vessel with "1989 Edition, excluding
Code, Section III Addenda" in a previous revision

to the COLA.

2 B 3.0 PTS Reactor steam Bases for PTS SR 3.0.1, Discussion on post- 1 [5.51 MPaG] was replaced with
dome pressure for maintenance testing: 6.55 MPaG and HPCF was
performing control Example a, "[5.51 MPaG]" is replaced with "6.55 replaced with RCIC per STD DEP
rod scram time MPaG;" reference to SR 3.1.4.3 is corrected per 16.3-2.
testing STD DEP 16.3-2.

Example b, "HPCF" is replaced by "RCIC" per
STD DEP 16.3-2.

3 3.1.3 PTS Limit on Control SR 3.1.3.4, Verify each control rod scram time 1 Analytically derived value
rod scram time from fully withdrawn to 60% rod insertion
from fully position is - [1.44] seconds.
withdrawn to 60%
rod insertion GTS SR 3.1.3.4 bases, "[ ] seconds" is
position replaced by "[1.44] seconds"

4 3.1.4 PTS Maximum number LCO 3.1.4.a, No more than [8] OPERABLE 1 Analytically derived value.
of slow control rods shall be "slow," in accordance with
OPERABLE Table 3.1.4-1.
control rods

Bases for LCO 3.1.4, "The scram times have a
margin to allow up to [8.0] of the control rods to
have scram times that exceed the specified
limits"
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Item PTS Source Site-Specific PTS Requirements Option Resolution
No. Subsection Information

5 3.1.4 PTS Scram time Table 3.1.4-1, Control Rod Scram Times, Note 1 Analytically derived value.
criterion for 2: Enter applicable Conditions and Required
inoperable control Actions of LCO 3.1.3, "Control Rod Operability,"
rod. for control rods with scram times > [ 1.44 ]

seconds to 60% rod insertion position. These
control rods are inoperable, in accordance with
SR 3.1.3.4, and are not considered "slow."

Bases for LCO 3.1.4, "[ ] seconds" is replaced
by "[1.44] seconds"

6 3.1.4 PTS Six scram time Table 3.1.4-1 Control Rod Scram Times 1 Analytically derived value.
values at 10%,
40%, and 60% rod Bases for GTS and PTS 3.1.4 contain no scram
insertion for 6.55 time values.
MPaG and 7.24
MPaG reactor
steam dome
pressure

7 3.1.7 PTS Temperature limit Figure 3.1.7-1, Sodium Pentaborate Solution 1 The reviewer's note
values for SLC Temperature / Concentration Requirements "Temperature limit for SLC Pump
pump operation; Operation to be determined by
remove reviewer's COL Applicant" and the brackets
note. surrounding "54.4'C" will be

removed. The bracketed value of
54.4*C will be replaced by the
NPSH limit of 43°C. The
corresponding tank concentration
for 43'C will also be provided for
this upper operating limit from
Figure 3.1.7-1.
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Item TS Source Site-Specific PTS Requirements Option Resolution
No. Subsection Information

8 B 3.2.3 PTS Reference to non Bases for PTS 3.2.3, LINEAR HEAT 1 Linear Heat Generation Rate
GE fuel analysis GENERATION RATE (LHGR), Reference 1, (LHGR), (Non-GE Fuel) is not
document. [Non GE Fuel Analysis]. applicable to this License

Application at this time.
Background and Applicable Safety Analyses Therefore, Specification 3.2.3
sections of Bases for PTS 3.2.3, LHGR, list and its Bases are being deleted
Reference 1. from the COLA in accordance

with a new standard departure
STD DEP 16.3-95. This
eliminates the bracket.

9 B 3.3.1.1 PTS Minimum number Bases for PTS 3.3.1.1, in Table 3.3.1.1-1, 1 "20" will replaced by "32" and the
of local power Function 2.a, APRM Neutron flux - High, brackets will be removed.
range monitor Setdown, requires at least [20] LPRM inputs for
(LPRM) inputs for each APRM division.
each average
power range
monitor (APRM)
division.

10 3.3.1.1 PTS Applicability Table 3.3.1.1-1, Functions 2.e, Rapid Core Flow 1 For Function 2.e, the bracketed
conditions for Decrease, 2 [80]% RTP; 13, Turbine Stop Valve "80"% will be replaced by "75"%
SSLC Sensor - Closure, 2 [40]% RTP; and 14, Turbine Control RTP.
Instrumentation in Valve Fast Closure, Trip oil Pressure - Low, ->
percent RTP [40]% RTP

The Functions 13 and 14, the
Bases for Function 2.e states "Rapid Core Flow bracketed 40% RTP permissive
Decrease Function is required ... when thermal for TSV Closure and TCV Fast
power is greater than [80] % RTP Closure is an analytically

assumed value.

11 3.3.1.1 PTS Applicability Table 3.3.1.1-1, Function 1.b, SRNM Neutron 1 Design value. This function is
condition for SSLC Flux - Short Period, MODE 2 and MODE 5, automatically bypassed while in
Sensor Table Note (b) Trip automatically bypassed the counting range. It is enabled
Instrumentation in within each SRNM and not required to be at 0.0001% RTP in the mean
percent RTP OPERABLE at reactor power levels < [0.0001]% square voltage (MSV) range.

RTP
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12 3.3.1.1 PTS Oscillation Power SR 3.3.1.1.10 SENSOR CHANNEL 1 The bracketed information is
Range Monitor CALIBRATION for Safety System Logic and correct and the brackets will be
Allowable Values Control Sensor Instrumentation -Table 3.3.1.1-1, removed.
in terms of neutron Function 2.f, Oscillation Power Range Monitor,
flux oscillation Allowable Values listed in Footnote (c);
limits allowable values given in terms of (1) upper and

lower period values in seconds, and (2) number
of cycles with peak to peak amplitude > limit in
percent of point, or increase in amplitude over
specified number of cycles a limit in percent of
point per cycle

13 3.3.1.1 PTS SR 3.3.1.1.2 SR 3.3.1.1.2 Frequency of [7] days for: Verify 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency the absolute difference between the average because additional flexibility is not

power range monitor (APRM) channels and the supported at this time.
calculated power is < 2% RTP.
Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.1.2 Frequency

14 3.3.1.1 PTS SR 3.3.1.1.3 SR 3.3.1.1.3 Frequency of [7] days for: Perform 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST for Table because additional flexibility is not

3.3.1.1-1, Functions 1 a (MODE 2), 1 b (MODE supported at this time.
2), 1 d (MODES 1 & 2), and 2 a.
Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.1.3 Frequency

15 3.3.1.1 PTS SR 3.3.1.1.4 SR 3.3.1.1.4 Frequency of [31] days for: Perform 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST for Table because additional flexibility is not

3.3.1.1-1, Functions 1 a (MODE 5), 1 b (MODE supported at this time.
5), and 1 d (MODE 5).
Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.1.4 Frequency

16 3.3.1.1 PTS SR 3.3.1.1.5 SR 3.3.1.1.5 Frequency of [92] days for: Perform 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST for Table from 92 days to 31 days and the

3.3.1.1-1, Functions 1 c, 2 b c d e f g, 3 a b, 4, 5, brackets will be removed.-beeause
6 a b, 7 a b, 8 a b c, 9 a b c, 10, 11 a b c d, 12 addoimtnal flexibility is no
(MODES 1 and 2), 13, 14, 15, 16 a b, 17, 18, 19, suppo. ted at this timeo
20, 21, 22, 23, 24 a b, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, and 33. NOTE: Functions 11 d and 15 were STD DEP T1 2.4-2
added in PTS, in accordance with STD DEP T1
2.4-2.
Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.1.5 Frequency
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17 3.3.1.1 GTS and SR 3.3.1.1.5 GTS SR 3.3.1.1.5 Frequency of [92] days for: n/a GTS Table 3.3.1.1-1, Functions 15
PTS Frequency Perform DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST for a & 15 b, Main Steam Tunnel

Table 3.3.1.1-1, Functions 15 a & 15 b. NOTE: Radiation-High, were deleted in
These functions are deleted in PTS, in accordance with STD DEP T1 2.3-
accordance with STD DEP T1 2.3-1 1.
Bases for GTS SR 3.3.1.1.5 Frequency

18 3.3.1.1 PTS SR 3.3.1.1.6 SR 3.3.1.1.6 Frequency of [92] days for: Perform 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST for Table from 92 days to 31 days and the

3.3.1.1-1, Functions 3 c and 7 c, brackets will be removed.-beGause
additonal flexibility is not

Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.1.6 Frequency .upperted at this time.

19 3.3.1.1 PTS SR 3.3.1.1.8 SR 3.3.1.1.8 Frequency of [7] days for: Perform 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST for Table because additional flexibility is not

3.3.1.1-1, Functions 1 a (MODE 2), 1 b (MODE supported at this time.
2), and 2 a

Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.1.8 Frequency

20 3.3.1.1 PTS SSLC Sensor SR 3.3.1.1.10 SENSOR CHANNEL 3 The brackets asoci!ated with
Instrumentation CALIBRATION for SafetySystem Logic and alloa;-ble '-values will be removed
Allowable Values Control Sensor Instrumentation Function and the phrase "in acordance

Allowable Values listed in with T- 6.5.2.14, Setpoint Contrel
Table 3.3.1.1-1, Functions 1 a b, 2 a b c e f, 3 a Program" .ill be inserte d. The
b, 4, 5, 6a b, 7 a b, 8a bc, 9a bc, 10, 11 a bc TechnAIcal Sp,,.ficatiG .Willb 1
d, 12 (MODE 5), 13, 14, 15, 16 a b, 17,18, 19, re-fised to include an
20, 21, 22, 23, 24 a b, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, Ad•ni•;strative GContro•lus Program,
33. NOTE: Functions 11 d and 15 were added TS 5.6.2.11, "Setpint CGontrl
in PTS, in accordance with STD DEP T1 2.4-2. Program.," that will reference the

as yet to be approved 6etpOint
methodology documnent. This i
herea;fte referred to a6 the "SCP
DISCUSSION-."-

Note: Function 1c, although not
listed, is included in Option 3,
SCP Discussion.

The Allowable Value column
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will be removed and SR
3.3.1.1.10 will be revised to
state: "Perform SENSOR
CHANNEL CALIBRATION on
each required SENSOR
CHANNEL consistent with
Specification 5.5.2.11, "Setpoint
Control Program (SCP)," and
SR 3.3.1.1.11 will be revised to
state: "Perform CHANNEL
CALIBRATION on each required
CHANNEL consistent with
Specification 5.5.2.11, "Setpoint
Control Program (SCP)."

This is hereafter referred to as the
"SCP DISCUSSION.

Note: Function 1c, although not
listed, is included in Option 3,
SCP Discussion.

21 3.3.1.1 GTS and SSLC Sensor SR 3.3.1.1.10 SENSOR CHANNEL n/a GTS Table 3.3.1.1-1, Functions 15
PTS Instrumentation CALIBRATION for Safety System Logic and a & 15 b, Main Steam Tunnel

Allowable Values Control Sensor Instrumentation Function Radiation-High, were deleted in
Allowable Values listed in accordance with STD DEPT1 2.3-
Table 3.3.1.1-1, Functions 15 a & 15 b. NOTE: 1.
These functions are deleted in PTS, in
accordance with STD DEP T1 2.3-1

22 3.3.1.1 PTS SSLC Sensor SR 3.3.1.1.11 CHANNEL CALIBRATION for 3 SCP Discussion (See Item 20)
Instrumentation Safety System Logic and Control (SSLC) Sensor The Allowable Value column
Allowable Values Instrumentation Function channel trip setting will be removed and SR

Allowable Values listed in Table 3.3.1.1-1, 3.3.1.1.11 will be revised to
Functions 3 c and 7 c state: "Perform CHANNEL

CALIBRATION on each required
CHANNEL consistent with
Specification 5.5.2.11, "Setpoint
Control Program (SCP)."
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23 B 3.3.1.1 PTS Thermal power Bases for PTS 3.3.1.1, Table 3.3.1.1-1 Function 1 SCP DiGcu-sion
time constant for 2.b, APRM Simulated Thermal Power - High,
APRM Simulated Flow Biased, states "The thermal power time See-Item..2)
Thermal power - constant of < [7] seconds is based on the fuel
High, Flow Biased, heat transfer dynamics." The thermal power time
SSLC Sensor constant is 7 seconds.
Function

24 B 3.3.1.1 PTS SSLC Sensor Bases for PTS 3.3.1.1, Table 3.3.1.1-1 Function 1 Design basis value is 7.0 meters
Instrumentation 17, Condensate Storage Tank Level - Low or 23 feet.
Function Function, and Function 18, Suppression pool
Applicability Water level - High, state, "This Function must

also be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 when
HPCF is used to satisfy the requirement that at
least 2 ECCS system be OPERABLE with RPV
Level less than [23] feet above the vessel
flange.

25 B 3.3.1.1 PTS Minimum main Bases for PTS 3.3.1.1, Table 3.3.1.1-1 Function 1 The bracketed value is correct and
steam line leak 22, Main Steam Tunnel Temperature - High, the brackets will be removed.
rate in main steam states "The Main Steam Tunnel Temperature -
tunnel to reach the High Allowable Value is chosen to detect a leak
temperature equivalent to [95] L/min."
instrumentation
setting allowable
value.

26 3.3.1.2 PTS SR 3.3.1.2.1 SR 3.3.1.2.1, Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency TEST with a Frequency of [7] days for RPS and because additional flexibility is not

MSIV Actuation Instrumentation listed in Table supported at this time.
3.3.1.2-1, Function 3, Manual RPS Scram

Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.2.1 Frequency
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27 3.3.1.2 PTS SR 3.3.1.2.2 SR 3.3.1.2.2, Perform DIVISION FUNCTIONAL 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency TEST with a Frequency of [92] days for RPS from 92 days to 31 days and the

and MSIV Actuation Instrumentation listed in brackets will be removed. beGause
Table 3.3.1.2-1, Function 1.a, RPS Actuation additional flexibility is not
LOGIC CHANNELs, and Function 2.a, MSIVs ..upported at thi6 time.
and MSL Drain Valves Actuation LOGIC
CHANNELs

Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.2.2 Frequency

28 3.3.1.2 PTS SR 3.3.1.2.3 SR 3.3.1.2.3, Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency TEST with a Frequency of [92] days for RPS from 92 days to 31 days and the

and MSIV Actuation Instrumentation listed in brackets will be removed.-bera~lse
Table 3.3.1.2-1, Function 5, Manual MSIV additional flexibility is not
Actuation supported at this time.

Bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.2.3 Frequency

29 3.3.1.3 PTS SR 3.3.1.3.1 SR 3.3.1.3.1, Perform DIVISION FUNCTIONAL 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency TEST with a Frequency of [92] days for SLC and from 92 days to 31 days and the

FWRB Actuation Instrumentation as listed in brackets will be removed. henauee
Table 3.3.1.3-1, Function 1 a, SLC LOGIC additioal flexibility is not
CHANNELSs: Function 2.a, FWRB LOGIC supported at this tirme.
CHANNELSs, and Function 3, Manual ATWS-
ARI/SLCS Initiation

Bases for SR 3.3.1.3.1 Frequency

30 3.3.1.4 PTS SR 3.3.1.4.3 SR 3.3.1.4.3, Perform DIVISION FUNCTIONAL 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency TEST with a Frequency of [92] days for ESF from 92 days to 31 days and the

Actuation Instrumentation as listed in Table brackets will be removed.-beeause
3.3.1.4-1, additio nal flexibility is not
Functions 1 a b c e, su.pported at this time.
2abcdfg, 3abce,
4 ac d e f, 5 a bce, 6 a,
7 a c d e, 8 a, 9 a c,
10 a cd e g, 11, 12 a c d,
13 a, 14 a, and 15 a

Bases for SR 3.3.1.4.3 Frequency
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31 3.3.1.4 PTS ESF Actuation, SR 3.3.1.4.6 SENSOR CHANNEL 3 SCP Discussion (See Item 20)
Sensor CALIBRATION for ESF Actuation, Sensor
Instrumentation Instrumentation Function channel trip setting Note: Function 12d, although not
Allowable Values Allowable Values listed in Table 3.3.1.4-1, listed, is included in Option 3, SCP

Functions 1 ab,2abc, 3ab,4de, 5ab, 7d Discussion.
e, 10cd

The Allowable Value column
will be removed and SR
3.3.1.4.6 will be revised to state:
"Perform SENSOR CHANNEL
CALIBRATION on each required
SENSOR CHANNEL consistent
with Specification 5.5.2.11,
"Setpoint Control Program
(SCP),"

32 B 3.3.2.1 PTS Bases for Required Bases for GTS and PTS 3.3.2.1 Required Action 1 The brackets will be removed
Action E.1 E.1 Completion Time is stated as "[7] days." because additional flexibility is not
Completion Time supported at this time.

33 B 3.3.2.1 PTS Bases for SR GTS and PTS bases for SR 3.3.2.1.1 state the 1 The brackets will be removed
3.3.2.1.1 frequency as "[12] hours." because additional flexibility is not
Frequency supported at this time.

34 3.3.2.1 PTS SR 3.3.2.1.4 SR 3.3.2.1.4, Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency TEST with a Frequency of [7] days for SRNM because additional flexibility is not

Instrumentation as listed in Table 3.3.2.1-1, supported at this time.
Function 1 (MODE 5)

Bases for SR 3.3.2.1.4 Frequency

35 3.3.2.1 PTS SR 3.3.2.1.5 SR 3.3.2.1.5, Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency TEST with a Frequency of [31] days for SRNM because additional flexibility is not

Instrumentation as listed in Table 3.3.2.1-1, supported at this time
Function 1 (MODEs 2, 3, and 4)

Bases for SR 3.3.2.1.5 Frequency
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36 3.3.3.1 PTS Completion Time PTS 3.3.3.1 Required Action B.1, Restore all 1 The brackets will be removed
for Required Action data transmission segments in at least three because additional flexibility is not
B.1 ECF divisions to OPERABLE status in [30] days. supported at this time

Note that "ECF" replaced "EMS" per STD DEP
T1 3.4-1.

The bases for PTS 3.3.3.1 Required Action B.1
do not state a value for the completion time.

37 3.3.3.1 PTS SR 3.3.3.1.1 PTS SR 3.3.3.1.1, Verify the required data 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency transmission path segments are OPERABLE, from 92 days to 31 days and the

with a frequency of [92] days. brackets will be removed.-berause
additional flexibility is not

Bases for SR 3.3.3.1.1 Frequency suppoted at this time.

38 3.3.4.1 PTS Completion Time GTS 3.3.4.1 Required Action E.1, restore at 1 The brackets have been removed
for Required Action least one channel to OPERABLE status in [24] because additional flexibility is not
E.1 hours, for ATWS and EOC-RPT Instrumentation supported at this time

Functions listed in the associated note and in
Table 3.3.4.1-1. Functions 2, 4, and 9

The bases for PTS 3.3.4.1 Required Action E.1
do not bracket the value for the completion time.

39 3.3.4.1 PTS Completion Times PTS 3.3.4.1 Required Action F.1 , Apply the 1 The brackets will be removed
for Required MCPR limit for inoperable EOC-RPT as because additional flexibility is not
Actions F.1 and specified in the COLR in [2] hours, or F.2, supported at this time
F.2 Reduce power to < 40% RTP in [2] hours, for

ATWS and EOC-RPT Instrumentation Function
listed in the associated note and in Table
3.3.4.1-1. Function 4

Bases for PTS 3.3.4.1 Required Actions F.1 and
F.2.
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40 3.3.4.1 PTS Completion Time GTS 3.3.4.1 Required Action G.1, restore 1 The brackets will be removed
for Required Action channels to OPERABLE status, in [24] hours, for because additional flexibility is not
G.1 ATWS and EOC-RPT Instrumentation Functions supported at this time

listed in the associated note and in Table
3.3.4.1-1. Functions 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, and
16.

Bases for PTS 3.3.4.1 Required Action G.I.

41 3.3.4.1 PTS SR 3.3.4.1.2 SR 3.3.4.1.2 Frequency of [92] days for: Perform 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for ATWS and from 92 days to 31 days and the

EOC-RPT Instrumentation listed in Table brackets will be removed.-beGause
3.3.4.1-1, Functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 9. add•t•onal flexibility is not

supported at tiie
Bases for SR 3.3.4.1.2 Frequency

42 3.3.4.1 PTS ATWS and EOC- SR 3.3.4.1.3 SENSOR CHANNEL 3 SCP Discussion for Function 1, 2
RPT, Sensor CALIBRATION for ATWS and EOC-RPT and 3 Allowable Values (See Item
Instrumentation Instrumentation Function channel trip setting 20)
Allowable Values Allowable Values listed in Table 3.3.4.1-1, 1

Functions 1, 2, 3, and 7 (footnote (a)) The Allowable Value column
will be removed and SR
3.3.4.1.3 will be revised to state:
"Perform SENSOR CHANNEL
CALIBRATION on each required
SENSOR CHANNEL consistent
with Specification 5.5.2.11,
"Setpoint Control Program
(SCP)."

The analytically assumed ASD
pump timer values are 29
seconds for RIPs A, D, F, J, B,
E, & H, and 6 seconds for RIPs C,
G and K.
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43 B 3.3.4.1 PTS Bases for SR Bases for SR 3.3.4.1.7, Perform CHANNEL 1 The brackets have been removed
3.3.4.1.7 FUNCTIONAL TEST for Function 10, Manual because additional flexibility is not
Frequency ATWS-ARI/SLCS Initiation, state, "However, a supported at this time

relatively short surveillance interval of [7] days is
used since availability of manual ATWS-ARI is
important for providing a diverse means of
inserting all of the control rods and the logic is
2/2. Note: The Frequency is not bracketed in
PTS SR 3.3.4.1.7.

44 3.3.4.2 PTS SR 3.3.4.2.2 SR 3.3.4.2.2 Frequency of [92] days for: Perform 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for Feedwater from 92 days to 31 days and the

Pump and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation brackets will be removed.-beGause
(three instrumentation channels and three digital ,,dditional flexibility is not
controllers). .upported. t thish time.

Bases for SR 3.3.4.2.2 Frequency

45 3.3.4.2 PTS Feedwater Pump SR 3.3.4.2.3 Perform SENSOR CHANNEL 3 SCP Discussion (See Item 20)
and Main Turbine CALIBRATION for Feedwater Pump and Main
Trip Sensor Turbine Trip Instrumentation Function channel SR 3.3.4.2.3 was changed from
Instrumentation trip setting Allowable Value for Reactor Vessel a SENSOR CHANNEL
Allowable Value Water Level - High, Level 8 CALIBRATION to a CHANNEL

CALIBRATION in STD DEP 16.3-
39. The allowable value
statement will be removed and
SR 3.3.4.2.3 will be revised to
state: "Perform CHANNEL
CALIBRATION on each required
CHANNEL consistent with
Specification 5.5.2.11, "Setpoint
Control Program (SCP)."
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46 3.3.4.2 GTS Type of component GTS SR 3.3.4.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM 1 STD DEP 16.3 39 will be r'vised
actuation FUNCTIONAL TEST including [valve] actuation. to addrets te.ting of the actuatd•

(PTS Rev 2 has "trip" in place of "[valve]") devi~e.

PTS SR 3.3.4.2.4 is being
restored to the original DCD
wording, "Perform LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST,
including [valve] actuation."

47 3.3.5.1 PTS Completion Time PTS 3.3.5.1 Required Action A.1, Restore 1 The brackets will be removed
for Required Action {automated thermal limit monitor} channel to because additional flexibility is not
A.1 OPERABLE status in [72] hours. supported at this time.

Bases for Completion Time of Required The restoration completion
Action A.1 times of 72 hours for the ATLM

and the RWM in ACTIONS A and
C are based on the low
probability of an event
occurring coincident with a
failure in the remaining
OPERABLE channel.

48 3.3.5.1 PTS Completion Time PTS 3.3.5.1 Required Action C.1, Restore 1 The brackets will be removed
of Required Action {RWM} channel to OPERABLE status in [72] because additional flexibility is not
C.A hours. supported at this time.

Bases for Completion Time of Required The restoration completion
Action C.1 times of 72 hours for the ATLM

and the RWM in ACTIONS A and
C are based on the low
probability of an event
occurring coincident with a
failure in the remaining
OPERABLE channel.
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49 3.3.5.1 PTS Applicability of SR 3.3.5.1.1 Note: CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 1 Analytically assumed values.
automated thermal TEST for ATLM control rod block function "Not
limit monitor required to be performed until 1 hour after RWM = 10%
(ATLM) control rod THERMAL POWER is > [30] % RTP." ATLM = 30%
block function Applicability of Function 1.a, ATLM control rod

block function in Table 3.3.5.1-1 Footnote (a)
"THERMAL POWER > [30] % RTP." GTS has
[10] % RTP. SR 3.3.5.1.4 "Verify the ATLM is
not bypassed when THERMAL POWER 2 [30]
% RTP."

Bases for Applicability of PTS 3.3.5.1
Function 1.a, ATLM

50 3.3.5.1 PTS SR 3.3.5.1.1 SR 3.3.5.1.1 Frequency of [92] days for: Perform 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for automated from 92 days to 31 days and the

thermal limit monitor (ATLM) control rod block brackets will be removed.-beGause
function, Function 1.a of Table 3.3.5.1-1. additional flexibility is not

supported at this; time.A
Bases for SR 3.3.5.1.1 Frequency

51 3.3.5.1 PTS SR 3.3.5.1.2 SR 3.3.5.1.2 Frequency of [92] days for: Perform 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for Rod Worth from 92 days to 31 days and the

Minimizer (RWM) control rod block function, brackets will be removed.-be auwe
Function 1.b Table 3.3.5.1-1 additionlflexibility 6 nGot

supported at this time.
Bases for SR 3.3.5.1.2 Frequency

52 B 3.3.5.1 PTS Range for Bases for PTS SR 3.3.5.1.3 and SR 3.3.5.1.4, 1 Analytically assumed values.
allowable values state "The LPSP is the point where the transition
for low power is made between the ATLM and RWM functions.
setpoint (LPSP) The Allowable Value for the low power setpoint
control rod block (LPSP) is in the range of [10] % to [30] % RTP."
instrumentation
functions, ATLM
and RWM
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53 3.3.5.1 PTS Applicability of Rod Applicability of Function 1.b, Rod Worth 1 Analytically assumed values.
Worth Minimizer Minimizer (RWM) control rod block function in
(RWM) control rod Table 3.3.5.1-1 Footnote (b) "With THERMAL
block function POWER < [10] % RTP." SR 3.3.5.1.3, "Verify

the RWM is not bypassed when THERMAL
POWER < [10] % RTP."

Bases for Applicability of PTS 3.3.5.1
Function 1.b, RWM

54 3.3.5.1 PTS SR 3.3.5.1.6 SR 3.3.5.1.6 Frequency of [24] hours for: 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency Perform CHANNEL CHECK of process because additional flexibility is not

parameter and setpoint inputs to the automated supported at this time
thermal limit monitor (ATLM) control rod block
function, Function 1.a of Table 3.3.5.1-1.

Bases for SR 3.3.5.1.6 Frequency

55 B 3.3.6.1 PTS Design description Bases for PTS 3.3.6.1, Table 3.3.6.1-1, Function 1 The bracketed nomenclature is
of primary 8, Primary Containment Isolation Valve (PCIV) correct and the brackets will be
containment Position, contains the following bracketed removed.
isolation valve paragraph: "[For this plant, the PCIV position
position post PAM instrumentation consists of position
accident switches, associated connections and control
monitoring room indication for active PCIVs. Check valves
instrumentation and manual valves are not required to have

position indication.]"

56 3.3.6.1 PTS SR 3.3.6.1.1 SR 3.3.6.1.1 Frequency of [31] days for post 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency accident monitoring (PAM) instrumentation because additional flexibility is not

Functions 1 through 7, 9 through 13: Perform supported at this time
CHANNEL CHECK.

Bases for SR 3.3.6.1.1 Frequency

57 3.3.6.1 PTS Applicability of Applicability of Function 9, Startup Range 1 Capability of instrument detection
Startup Range Neutron Monitor - Neutron Flux PAM function in and accuracy
Neutron Monitor - Table 3.3.6.1-1 footnote (c) When power is <
Neutron Flux post- [10] % RTP.".
accident
monitoring (PAM) Bases for PTS 3.3.6.1 Function 9 does not
function discuss Table 3.3.6.1-1 footnote (c).
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58 3.3.6.1 PTS Applicability of Applicability of Function 10, Average Power 1 Capability of instrument detection
Average Power Range Monitor - Neutron Flux PAM function in and accuracy
Range Monitor - Table 3.3.6.1-1 footnote (d) "When power is >
Neutron Flux post- [10] % RTP."
accident
monitoring (PAM) Bases for PTS 3.3.6.1 Function 10 does not
function discuss Table 3.3.6.1-1 footnote (d).

59 B 3.3.6.2 PTS Bases for Bases for Completion Time of Required Action I The brackets have been removed
Completion Time A.1 of PTS 3.3.6.2, states "The Required Action because additional flexibility is not
of Required Action is to restore the inoperable division of the supported at this time
A.1 Function to OPERABLE status within [90] days."

The 90-day Completion Time of Required Action
A.1 is not bracketed in PTS 3.3.6.2.

60 3.3.6.2 PTS SR 3.3.6.2.1 SR 3.3.6.2.1 Frequency of [31] days for Remote 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency Shutdown System instrumentation Functions 1 because additional flexibility is not

through 23: Perform CHANNEL CHECK for supported at this time
each required instrumentation channel.

The bases for SR 3.3.6.2.1 do not bracket the
31-day frequency.

61 3.3.7.1 PTS CRHA EF System SR 3.3.7.1.3 CHANNEL CALIBRATION for 3 SCP Discussion (See Item 20)
Instrumentation CRHA EF System Instrumentation Function
Allowable values channel trip setting Allowable Values listed in SR 3.3.7.1.3 will be revised to

Table 3.3.7.1-1, Functions 1 and 2 state: "Perform CHANNEL
CALIBRATION on each required
CHANNEL consistent with
Specification 5.5.2.11, "Setpoint
Control Program (SCP)."

62 3.3.7.1 PTS SR 3.3.7.1.1 SR 3.3.7.1.1 Frequency of [24] hours for CRHA 1 The brackets w'ill be remo-ed
Frequency EF instrumentation Function 1, Control Room because ad.d.itinal fl,•i• l• is t not

Ventilation Radiation Monitors: Perform suppo.ted ;t this tiom
CHANNEL CHECK.

The Frequency will be revised
Bases for SR 3.3.7.1.1 Frequency from 24 hours to 12 hours and

the brackets will be removed.
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63 3.3.7.1 PTS SR 3.3.7.1.2 SR 3.3.7.1.2 Frequency of [92] days for CRHA 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency EF instrumentation Functions 2 and 3: Perform from 92 days to 31 days and the

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. brackets will be removed.-berause
additional flexibility is not

Bases for SR 3.3.7.1.2 Frequency supported at this time.

64 3.3.8.1 PTS Electrical Power SR 3.3.8.1.2 CHANNEL CALIBRATION for 3 The ,AAllwable VWl-ues for the
Monitoring Electrical Power Monitoring Instrumentation instrent settings are based on
Instrumentation Function channel trip setting Allowable Values the poWer supply •pVidi•ng 60 Hz-
Allowable Values for Divisions 1, 11, III, and IV shall be: . 0 ,, and 1220-V o%_,

a. Undervoltage: < [108] VAC, b. Overvoltage: >
[132] VAC,
c. Underfrequency: _ [57] Hz, d. Overfrequency: These are reprsen•tative
> [63] Hz bounding values based on

indGustry accepted practice.
Bases for PTS LCO 3.3.8.1 state "The Allowable
Values for the instrument settings are based on The allowable values will be
the power supply providing 60 Hz ± 5%, and removed and SR 3.3.8.1.2 will
120 V ± 10%." be revised to state: "Perform

CHANNEL CALIBRATION on
each required CHANNEL
consistent with Specification
5.5.2.11, "Setpoint Control
Program (SCP)."

65 3.3.8.1 PTS SR 3.3.8.1.1 SR 3.3.8.1.1 Frequency of [92] days for 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency Electrical Power Monitoring Instrumentation: from 92 days to 31 days and the

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. brackets will be removed.-be-ause
ad-d-itional flexibility is not

Bases for SR 3.3.8.1.1 Frequency supported ;at thi;s tium
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66 3.3.8.1 PTS SR 3.3.8.1.2 SR 3.3.8.1.2 Frequency of [92] days for 1 The Bases are correct. These
Frequency Electrical Power Monitoring Instrumentation: CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS are

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The typically performed on an 18
bracketed value does not match the frequency month Frequency. Therefore, the
given in the associated bases. bracketed 92 days will be replaced

with 18 months.
Bases for SR 3.3.8.1.2 Frequency states, "The
Frequency is based upon the assumption of an
18 month calibration interval in the determination
of the magnitude of equipment drift in the
setpoint analysis."

67 3.3.8.2 PTS SR 3.3.8.2.1 SR 3.3.8.2.1 Frequency of [7] days for Reactor 1 The brackets will be removed
Frequency Coolant Temperature Monitoring - Shutdown because additional flexibility is not

Instrumentation: Perform CHANNEL CHECK. supported at this time

Bases for SR 3.3.8.2.1 Frequency

68 3.3.8.2 PTS SR 3.3.8.2.2 SR 3.3.8.2.2 Frequency of [92] days for Reactor 1 The Frequency will be revised
Frequency Coolant Temperature Monitoring - Shutdown from 92 days to 31 days and the

Instrumentation: Perform CHANNEL brackets will be removed.-beause
FUNCTIONAL TEST. ad-d-itional flexibility i6 no

supported at this time.
Bases for SR 3.3.8.2.1 Frequency
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69 3.4.1 PTS Alternative number LCO 3.4.1 alternative part: 1 The bracketed wording will be
of reactor internal [OR [ ] RIPs may be in operation provided the removed because the optional
pumps (RIPs) following limits are applied when the associated flexibility to operate with fewer
required to be in LCO is applicable: than 9 RIPs is not supported by
operation. a. LCO 3.2.1 APLHGR limits specified in the analysis at this time.

COLR for [ ] RIPs in operation; and
b. LCO 3.2.2 MCPR limits specified in the COLR
for [ ] RIPs in operation; and
c. LCO 3.3.1.1 SSLC Sensor Instrumentation,
Function 2.b, Allowable Value is reset for
operation with [] RIPs.]

The phrase "[ ] RIPs" occurs in Bases for PTS
3.4.1, Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and
Reference sections.

70 B 3.4.1 PTS Plant specific Bases for PTS 3.4.1, Applicable Safety 1 The bracketed wording will be
analysis for Analyses, refer to Reference 3. removed because the optional
alternative number Reference 3 states: "[Plant specific analysis for [ flexibility to operate with fewer
of RIPs operating. ] RIPs operating.]" than 9 RIPs is not supported by

analysis at this time.

71 B 3.4.2 PTS Surveillance Bases for SR 3.4.2.2 state, "Adequate pressure 1 Representative value based on
performance at which this test is to be performed is [6.55] industry operating experience
condition on MPaG (the pressure recommended by the valve (950 psig) to allow proper testing
minimum steam manufacturer). ... this SR is modified by a Note without damaging the valve.
dome pressure for that states the Surveillance is not required to be
opening of S/RV performed until 12 hours after reactor steam
when manually dome pressure is > ([6.55] MPaG)." Note that
actuated. this pressure value is not bracketed in PTS SR

3.4.2.2.

72 B 3.4.3 GTS and Unidentified Bases for GTS 3.4.3, Applicable Safety 1 STD DEP 7.3-12 revised the total
PTS LEAKAGE flow Analyses section states, "The 3.785 Llmin limit leakage limit from 95L/min to 114

limit value, is a small fraction of the calculated flow from a Llmin; unidentified leakage from
critical crack in the primary system piping (Ref. 3.785 L/min to 19 L/min; and
6)." Bases for PTS 3.4.3 replaces "3.785" with added an additional requirement
"19" per STD DEP 7.3-12, and removes the to ensure that unidentified leakage
brackets from the sentence. Note that GTS did not increase more than 8
LCO 3.4.3.b does not bracket the "3.785", which L/min within the previous 4-hour
PTS LCO 3.4.3.b replaces with "19." period.
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73 B 3.4.3 GTS and COL Application Bases for GTS 3.4.3, Reference section, 1 STD DEP 7.3-12 - The Leak
PTS for Leak-Before- Reference 6 states, "[COL Application for Leak- Before Break criteria are not

Break Qualification Before-Break Qualification for Piping Systems.]" applied in this application.
for Piping Systems The bases Reference section for PTS 3.4.3

states Reference 6 as "FSAR, Section
5.2.5.5.1."

74 3.4.9 GTS and Temperature GTS SR 3.4.9.4 Note: Not required to be 1 The value will be determinod
PTS criterion for performed until 30 minutes after RCS during d.velopment of the PT-R,

performing temperature_< [27°C] in MODE 4. Verify reactor which will be provided to the NRC
surveillance, vessel flange and head flange temperatures are by uy, 3h , 2nOnn

within the limits specified in the PTLR once
every 30 minutes. The value is acceptable and the
Note: brackets are removed in PTS. brackets will be removed.

Bases for GTS and PTS SR 3.4.9.4; Note:
brackets are removed in PTS bases.

75 3.4.9 GTS and Temperature SR 3.4.9.5 Note: Not required to be performed 1 The value 'will be determined
PTS criterion for until 12 hours after RCS temperature < [38*C] in during de .elpment of the PTLR,

performing MODE 4. Verify reactor vessel flange and head which wvill be proided to the NRC,
surveillance, flange temperatures are within the limits by•, uiy,3, 202n.

specified in the PTLR once every 12 hours.
Note: brackets are removed in PTS. The value is acceptable and the

brackets will be removed.
Bases for GTS and PTS SR 3.4.9.5; Note:
brackets are removed in PTS bases.

76 B 3.5.1.9 GTS and Surveillance test Bases for PTS SR 3.5.1.9; Verify each ADS 1 Representative value based on
PTS condition for each valve opens when manually actuated, state, industry operating experience

automatic "Adequate pressure at which this test is to be (950 psig) to allow proper testing
depressurization performed is [6.55 MPaG] (the pressure without damaging the valve.
system (ADS) recommended by the valve manufacturer)] ...
valve Therefore, this SR is modified by a Note that

states the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 12 hours after reactor steam
dome pressure is 2 [6.55 MPaG]."
Note that this pressure value is not bracketed in
GTS and PTS SR 3.5.1.9.
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77 3.5.2 PTS Minimum water SR 3.5.2.2 Verify, for the required High Pressure 1 The CST minimum required water
volume and tank Core Flooder (HPCF) subsystem, the level of 700,000 L equates to 5.4
level in condensate b. Condensate storage tank water level is > [ ] m minimum water level for pump
storage tank for the once per 12 hours. NPSH.
high pressure core
flooder (HPCF) Bases for SR 3.5.2.2 state, "verification that ...
subsystem the HPCF System is aligned to take suction from

the CST and the CST contains > [ ] liters of
water, equivalent to [ ] m, ensures that the
HPCF System can supply makeup water to the
RPV."

78 B 3.6.1.1 PTS Maximum Applicable Safety Analyses section of bases for 1 The containment allow'ble
allowable leakage PTS 3.6.1.1 states, "The maximum allowable leakage rte • .aWls a.r,
rate for the primary leakage rate for the primary containment (La) is dependent On the contaim•m,•
containment at ... [0.259] % by weight of the containment air roaalyi•,' that will be provided to
reduced pressure. per 24 hours at the reduced pressure of Pt of the NR•C o July 15, 2•09-.

[124.1] kPaG (Ref. 1)."
The sentence will be revised to
read "The maximum allowable
leakage rate for the primary
containment (La) is 0.5% by
weight of the containment air
per 24 hours at the calculated
peak containment pressure (Pa)
of 281.8 KPaG or 0.257 % by
weight of the containment air
per 24 hours at the reduced
pressure of Pt of 144.8 kPaG
(Ref. 1)."
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79 B 3.6.1.1 GTS Reference to
bracketed
surveillance
requirement

Bases for GTS SR 3.6.1.1.1 state, "Failure to
meet air lock leakage testing (SR 3.6.1.2.1),
[resilient seal primary containment purge valve
leakage testing (SR 3.6.1.3.7),] main steam
isolation valve leakage (SR 3.6.1.3.13), or
hydrostatically tested valve leakage (SR
3.6.1.3.12) does not necessarily result in a
failure of this SR.

Note that PTS SR 3.6.1.3.6 is bracketed, even
though the reference to it in PTS SR 3.6.1.1.1
bases is no longer bracketed. See item number
82

Note that the bases for PTS SR 3.6.1.1.1 also
omit "main steam isolation valve leakage (SR
3.6.1.3.13)". The reference would be SR
3.6.1.3.12 in the PTS.

1 The Bases brackets will be
removed.

STD DEP 16.3-44 removes main
steam isolation valve leakage from
this list.
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80 3.6.1.2 GTS and
PTS

Air lock door seal
gap pressure
criterion for air lock
leak test
surveillance.

GTS SR 3.6.1.2.1 states "The acceptance
criteria for air lock testing are: ... For each door,
leakage rate is < 0.01 La when the gap between
the door seals is pressurized to > [ ] MPaG for
at least 15 minutes." PTS gives the gap
pressure as [0.0689] MPaG.

Bases for GTS and PTS SR 3.6.1.2.1 do not
state the gap pressure criterion, but do state:
"The acceptance criteria were established
[during initial air lock and primary containment
OPERABILITY testing]."

1 The Bases value of 0.0689MPaG
is equivalent to 10 psig for
pressurizing between the seals
and is based on operating
experience with this type of seal.
This pressure will be verified
during initial air lock and primary
containment OPERABILITY
testing

The brackets will be removed the
Bases statement will be revised to
read "The acceptaRnce criteria
I.ve-re established dUFi•g initiral air
lock and prima, contanmen
OPErRABII I tertinRg]."
"The acceptance criteria were
established based on the type
of door seal used and will be
verified during initial air lock
and primary containment
OPERABILITY testing."
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81 3.6.1.3 GTS and Required Action GTS 3.6.1.3 [Required Action D.3, Perform SR 1 The brackets will be removed.
PTS completion time. 3.6.1.3.7 for resilient seal purge valves closed to

comply with required Action D.1, Once per [92] STD DEP 16.3-71.
days.]

Per STD DEP 16.3-71, PTS 3.6.1.3 replaced
GTS 3.6.1.3 ACTION D with:
Condition D. Purge valve leakage rate, main
steam isolation valve leakage or hydrostatically
tested line leakage rate not within limit.
Required Action D.1, Restore leakage to within
limit.
Completion Time: [4 hours except for main
steam line isolation valve leakage AND 8 hours
for main steam line isolation valve leakage.]

Per STD DEP 16.3-71, PTS 3.6.1.3 also deleted
GTS SR 3.6.1.3.1, which applied only when in
GTS 3.6.1.3 Condition D. The other PTS 3.6.1.3
surveillances were renumbered.

Fourth paragraph of bases for GTS 3.6.1.3
Required Actions D.1, D.2, and D.3, is
bracketed. Per STD DEP 16.3-71, all four GTS
bases paragraphs were replaced by one
paragraph in bases for PTS 3.6.1.3 Required
Action D.1, which do not state the completion
times in brackets.

82 3.6.1.3 GTS and Bracketed GTS SR 3.6.1.3.7 and PTS SR 3.6.1.3.6 are 1 The surveillance is appropriate for
PTS surveillance bracketed. this design; therefore, the brackets

requirement - leak have been removed.
rate testing for Bases for GTS and PTS SR 3.6.1.3.6 are not in
primary brackets.
containment purge
valve with resilient
seals.
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83 3.6.1.3 GTS and Bracketed GTS 3.6.1.3.14 and PTS SR 3.6.1.3.13, Verify 1 The 5004 blckage is boundin
PTS surveillance each 550 mm primary containment purge valve and the bracket 'w-ll be romo-od.

requirement to is blocked to restrict the valve from opening >
verify percent open [50] %, once per 18 months, are bracketed. The 550 mm primary
restriction on each containment purge valves are
550 mm primary Bases for PTS SR 3.6.1.3.13 states "Verifying not blocked; therefore, PTS SR
containment purge each 550 mm primary containment purge valve 3.6.1.3.13 is being deleted.
valve and its value, is blocked to restrict opening to < [50] % is

required to ensure that the valves can close
under DBA conditions within the times assumed
in the analysis of References 2 and 4."

84 B 3.6.1.3 GTS Disposition of Bases for GTS 3.6.1.3.14 Reviewer's Note 1 Tho rev-ie'wer'6 note will be
Reviewer's Note in states, "This SR is only required for those plants rein;serted, the bracketed ,,ODE=
bases for with purge valves with resilient seals allowed to . ent W.i. b8 changed to 1,
surveillance be open during [MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4] and having 2° an 3," nd th- brackets .ill be
requirement to blocking devices that are not permanently r-eiyed.
verify percent open installed on the valves."
restriction on each The 550 mm primary
550 mm primary Bases for PTS SR 3.6.1.3.13 omit the reviewer's containment purge valves are
containment purge note. not blocked; therefore, SR
valve 3.6.1.3.13 is being deleted.

85 B 3.6.1.3 GTS Bases for Bases for GTS 3.6.1.3.14 state, "[The SR is I The information is correct and the
surveillance note modified by a Note stating that this SR is only brhmkets have been removed.
regarding required to be met in MODES 1, 2, and 3.]"
Applicability of The 550 mm primary
surveillance Bases for PTS 3.6.1.3.13 omit the brackets. containment purge valves are

not blocked; therefore, SR
3.6.1.3.13 is being deleted.

86 3.6.3.1 GTS Surveillance GTS SR 3.6.3.1.1, SR 3.6.3.1.2 and SR 1 Specification 3.6.3.1 was removed
acceptance criteria 3.6.3.1.4, and bases, contain bracketed by STD DEP T1 2.14-1.
for hydrogen acceptance criteria. But PTS Section 3.6 omits
recombiners. GTS 3.6.3.1 and bases per STD DEP T1 2.14-1.

87 B 3.6.4.3 GTS Revision number of Bases reference 5 for GTS 3.6.4.3 is stated as 1 Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide
bases reference. "Regulatory Guide 1.5.2, Rev. [2]. The PTS 1.52 is the correct revision;

bases remove the brackets. therefore, the brackets have been
removed.
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88 3.7.1 GTS and Ultimate heat sink GTS 3.7.1 ACTIONS A, B, C and D list "[spray 1 The nomenclature associated with
PTS design detail network(s)]" as a part of the UHS system. PTS the site-specific design is correct

3.7.1 ACTIONS A and B replace this with and the brackets will or have been
"cooling tower cell(s)" removed.
PTS 3.7.1 ACTIONS C and D replace this with
"cooling tower". Note that GTS 3.7.1 Required FSAR Subsection 9.2.5.
Action C.2 is omitted from PTS 3.7.1 ACTION C
per STD DEP 16.3-16.

PTS 3.7.1 bases for ACTIONS A, B, and C
replace "[spray network(s)]" with "cooling tower
cell(s)"; bases for ACTION D replace "[spray
network] divisions" with "cooling tower divisions".

89 B 3.7.1 GTS and Ultimate heat sink Background section of bases for GTS 3.7.1, 1 The nomenclature associated with
PTS design details third paragraph, states, the site-specific design is correct

and the brackets will be removed.
"The UHS is [a spray pond with six spray
networks. Two spray networks are assigned to FSAR Subsection 9.2.5.
each UHS division and are mechanically
separated from other divisional networks. The
networks and their supply piping are suspended
above the pond surface on reinforced concrete
columns]. The [spray pond] is sized such that
sufficient water inventory is available for all
RCW/RSW System post LOCA cooling
requirements for a 30 day period with no
external makeup water source available
(Regulatory Guide 1.27, Ref. 1). Normal
makeup for the [spray pond] is provided
automatically by the [power cycle heat sink
makeup line].

Background section of bases for PTS 3.7.1, third
paragraph, replaces the GTS bases paragraph
with the following, with differences denoted in
italics, and contains no brackets.

"The UHS includes a dedicated water storage
basin for each unit. The UHS consists of three
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mechanically and electrically independent
cooling tower divisions designed to remove heat
from the respective RCW/RSW division. Each
unit's UHS structure consists of six cooling tower
cells, of which two cells are dedicated to each of
the three UHS divisions. During normal plant
operation, all three divisions are in service with
one cooling tower cell per division in operation.
Each unit's UHS basin is sized such that
sufficient water inventory is available for all
RCW/RSW System post LOCA cooling
requirements for a 30 day period with no
extemal makeup water source available
(Regulatory Guide 1.27, Ref. 1). Normal makeup
for each UHS basin is provided automatically by
the onsite well water.

In the first sentence of the fourth paragraph of
the Background section of the bases for GTS
3.7.1, the PTS bases replace "[spray pond]" with
"UHS basin".

The last paragraph of the Background section of
the bases for GTS 3.7.1 is revised in PTS bases
by adding a bracketed phrase in the first
sentence, as follows: "Following a DBA or
transient, the RCW/RSW System [and UHS
cooling tower fans] will operate automatically
without operator action."

90 3.7.1 GTS and Ultimate heat sink GTS SR 3.7.1.1 lists "[spray pond]" as a part of 1 The nomenclature associated with
PTS design detail the UHS system. the site-specific design is correct,

PTS SR 3.7.1.1 replaces "[spray pond]" with and the brackets have been
"basin". removed.

PTS and GTS bases for SR 3.7.1.1 do not FSAR Subsection 9.2.5.
include these UHS design details.
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91 3.7.1 GTS and Minimum water GTS SR 3.7.1.1, Verify the water level of each 1 Value obtained from calculation
PTS level of UHS [spray UHS [spray pond] is > [ ] m. PTS SR 3.7.1.1, for water level equivalent to

pond] Verify the water level in the UHS basin is > required UHS basin mass of
[19.28] m. water.

FSAR Subsection 9.2.5
PTS and GTS bases for SR 3.7.1.1 do not
include these UHS design details.

92 3.7.1 GTS and Minimum water GTS SR 3.7.1.2, Verify the water level in each 1 Valueobtained from calculation
PTS level of reactor RSW pump well of the intake structure is > [ ] for pump suction head to ensure

service water m. pump operability.
(RSW) pump well PTS SR 3.7.1.2, Verify the water level in the
of the intake UHS basin is 2 [0.91] m. FSAR Subsection 9.2.5
structure.

GTS bases for LCO 3.7.1 state "OPERABILITY
of the UHS is based on ... with OPERABILITY of
each division requiring a minimum water level at
or above elevation [mean sea level (equivalent
to an indicated level of > [ ] m) and six
OPERABLE spray networks].

PTS bases for LCO 3.7.1 state "OPERABILITY
of the UHS is based on ... with OPERABILITY of
each division requiring a minimum water level at
or above elevation [23.55] m MSL (equivalent to
an indicated level of [19.28] m) and six
OPERABLE cooling tower cells.

93 3.7.1 PTS Maximum reactor GTS & PTS SR 3.7.1.3, Verify the RSW water 1 The 33.3 is replaced by 32.2.
service water temperature at the inlet to the RCW / RSW heat
(RSW) water exchangers is < [33.31 'C.
temperature at the FSAR Section 9.2,
inlet to the reactor GTS and PTS bases for LCO 3.7.1 state Table 9.2-24.
building cooling "OPERABILITY of the UHS is based on a
water (RCW) / maximum RSW water temperature of [33.3] 0C

RSW heat ... The maximum RSW water temperature of
exchangers [33.31]C will insure that the peak temperature at

the inlet to the RCW/RSW heat exchangers will
not exceed the designed value of 350C during a
LOCA.
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94 3.7.1 PTS Ultimate heat sink
design detail

GTS SR 3.7.1.1 refers to "UHS [spray pond]"
and GTS SR 3.7.1.4 and SR 3.7.1.5 refer to
"UHS [spray network] division", but STP 3&4
uses a cooling tower with a UHS basin.
Therefore, corresponding PTS SR 3.7.1.1 refers
to "UHS basin" and PTS SR 3.7.1.5 and SR
3.7.1.6 refer to "UHS cooling tower division." In
addition, PTS SR 3.7.1.4 is added to test each
cooling tower cell fan; however, there seems to
be no associated STD DEP in Part 7 of the
COLA.

PTS 3.7.1 bases for SR 3.7.1.5 replaces "UHS
[spray network] division" in GTS bases for
SR 3.7.1.4 with "UHS cooling tower division".

PTS 3.7.1 bases for SR 3.7.1.6 replaces "UHS
[spray network] in each division" in GTS bases
for SR 3.7.1.5 with "UHS [cooling tower cell] in
each division".

1 STD DEP 16.3-16 will be revised
to include SR 3.7.1.4 for testing of
cooling tower cell fans.
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95 3.7.2 PTS Ultimate heat sink GTS SR 3.7.2.1 refers to "UHS [spray pond]" 1 The nomenclature associated with
design detail and GTS 3.7.2 Condition A and Required Action the site-specific design is correct

A.1, Condition B and Required Actions B.1 and and the brackets will be removed
B.2, Condition C, SR 3.7.2.4 and SR 3.7.2.5
refer to "UHS [spray network] division". But STP STD DEP 16.3-16 will be revised
3&4 uses a cooling tower with a UHS basin, so to include SR 3.7.2.4 for testing of
PTS SR 3.7.2.1 refers to "UHS basin", and PTS cooling tower cell fans.
3.7.2 Condition A and Required Action A.1,
Condition B and Required Action B.1, Condition FSAR Subsection 9.2.5.
C, SR 3.7.2.5 and SR 3.7.2.6 refer to "UHS
cooling tower division". Note that
PTS SR 3.7.2.6 mistakenly places brackets
around "cooling tower."

Note that PTS SR 3.7.2.4 is added to test each
cooling tower cell fan; however, there seems to
be no associated STD DEP in Part 7 of the
COLA. GTS 3.7.2 Required Action B.2 is
omitted from PTS 3.7.2 ACTION B per STD
DEP 16.3-16.

PTS 3.7.2 bases replaces design details in
GTS 3.7.2 bases as follows:
ACTIONS A and B: "[spray network]" replaced
with "cooling tower cell"
ACTION C: "[spray network]" replaced with
"cooling tower"
GTS SR 3.7.2.4 (PTS SR 3.7.2.5): "[spray
network]" replaced with "cooling tower"
GTS SR 3.7.2.5 (PTS SR 3.7.2.6): "[spray
network]" replaced with "[cooling tower cell]"

96 3.7.2 GTS and Minimum water GTS SR 3.7.2.1, Verify the water level of each 1 Value obtained from calculation
PTS level of UHS [spray UHS [spray pond] is -> [ ] m. for water level equivalent to

pond] required UHS basin mass of
PTS SR 3.7.2.1, Verify the water level in the water.
UHS basin is > [19.28] m.

PTS and GTS bases for SR 3.7.2.1 do not
include a value for this surveillance criterion.
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97 3.7.2 GTS and Minimum water GTS SR 3.7.2.2, Verify the water level in each 1 Value obtained from calculation
PTS level of reactor RSW pump well of the intake structure is > [ ] for suction head to ensure pump

service water m. operability.
(RSW) pump well
of the intake PTS SR 3.7.2.2, Verify the water level in the
structure. UHS basin is 2 [0.91] m.

PTS and GTS bases for SR 3.7.2.2 do not
include a value for this surveillance criterion.

98 3.7.2 PTS Maximum reactor GTS & PTS SR 3.7.2.3, Verify the RSW water 1 The 33.3 is replaced by 32.2.
service water temperature at the inlet to the RCW / RSW heat FSAR Section 9.2, Table 9.2-24.
(RSW) water exchangers is < [33.3] deg C.
temperature at the
inlet to the reactor PTS and GTS bases for SR 3.7.2.3 do not
building cooling include a value for this surveillance criterion.
water (RCW) I
RSW heat
exchangers
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99 3.7.3 PTS Ultimate heat sink GTS SR 3.7.3.1 refers to "UHS [spray pond]" 1 The nomenclature associated with
design detail and GTS 3.7.3 Condition A, SR 3.7.3.4, and SR the site-specific design is correct

3.7.3.5 refer to "UHS [spray network] division", and the brackets will be removed.
But STP 3&4 uses a cooling tower with a UHS
basin, so STD DEP 16.3-16 will be revised

to include SR 3.7.3.4 for testing of
PTS SR 3.7.3.1 refers to "UHS basin", and PTS cooling tower cell fans.
3.7.3 Condition A, SR 3.7.3.5 and SR 3.7.3.6
refer to "UHS cooling tower division". Note that
SR 3.7.3.6 mistakenly places brackets around
'cooling tower."

Note that PTS SR 3.7.3.4 is added to test each
cooling tower cell fan; however, there seems to
be no associated STD DEP in Part 7 of the
COLA.

PTS 3.7.3 bases replaces design details in
GTS 3.7.3 bases as follows:
ACTION A: "associated divisional [spray
networks]" replaced with "associated UHS
cooling tower cells"
GTS SR 3.7.3.4 (PTS SR 3.7.3.5): "[spray
network]" replaced with "cooling tower"
GTS SR 3.7.3.5 (PTS SR 3.7.3.6): "[spray
network]" replaced with "[cooling tower cell]"

100 3.7.3 GTS and Minimum water GTS SR 3.7.3.1, Verify the water level of each 1 Value obtained from calculation
PTS level of UHS [spray UHS [spray pond] is ! [ ] m. for water level equivalent to

pond] required UHS basin mass of
PTS SR 3.7.3.1, Verify the water level in the water.
UHS basin is > [19.28] m.

PTS and GTS bases for SR 3.7.3.1 do not
include a value for this surveillance criterion.
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101 3.7.3 GTS and Minimum water GTS SR 3.7.3.2, Verify the water level in each 1 Value obtained from calculation
PTS level of reactor RSW pump well of the intake structure is ! [ ] for pump suction head to ensure

service water m. pump operability.
(RSW) pump well
of the intake PTS SR 3.7.3.2, Verify the water level in the
structure. UHS basin is 2 [0.91] m.

PTS and GTS bases for SR 3.7.3.2 do not
include a value for this surveillance criterion.

102 3.7.3 PTS Maximum reactor GTS & PTS SR 3.7.3.3, Verify the RSW water 1 The 33.3 is replaced by 32.2.
service water temperature at the inlet to the RCW / RSW heat FSAR Section 9.2,
(RSW) water exchangers is < [33.3] deg C. Table 9.2-24.
temperature at the
inlet to the reactor PTS and GTS bases for SR 3.7.3.3 do not
building cooling include a value for this surveillance criterion.
water (RCW) I
RSW heat
exchangers

103 B 3.7.7 GTS and Unit specific Bases for GTS and PTS SR 3.7.7.3 state, "The 1 "Unit specific documentation" will
PTS documentation response time limits are specified in [unit be replaced by "Instrument

containing specific documentation]." Sotp•in•t Summary Repo,
response time Technical Requirements
limits for main Manual" and the brackets will be
turbine bypass removed.
system

104 3.8.1 PTS Acceptance criteria GTS and PTS frequency criteria are > [58.8] Hz 1 Within 204 nominal frequenc. i
for diesel generator and < [61.2] Hz. .acco.rdance with Reg. Guide 1,.9,
testing - frequency. SR 3.8.1.2, SR 3.8.1.7, SR 3.8.1.11, SR S80io-G.144

3.8.1.12, SR 3.8.1.15, SR 3.8.1.19, and
SR 3.8.1.20 The values are accurate and the

brackets will be removed.
PTS and GTS 3.8.1 bases for these SRs do not
include values for these surveillance criteria.
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105 3.8.1 PTS Acceptance criteria GTS voltage criteria are > [6210] V and < [7590] 1 Within 1004 nominalvoltage in
for diesel generator V. acod. c with Reg. Guide 1.0,
testing - voltage. PTS voltage criteria are > [3744] V and < [4576] StinG14

V.
SR 3.8.1.2, SR 3.8.1.7, SR 3.8.1.11, SR The values are accurate and the
3.8.1.12, SR 3.8.1.15, SR 3.8.1.19, and brackets will be removed.
SR 3.8.1.20

PTS and GTS 3.8.1 bases for these SRs do not
include values for these surveillance criteria.

106 3.8.1 PTS Acceptance criteria GTS power criteria are > 5000 kW and < [ D 1eDiesel generator . .ntinuous
for diesel generator kW. seRfin, r;atig (7-200 k,•^••) min
testing - power. PTS power criteria are a [6480] kW and < [7200] 100 no ;in accod4ance with Reg.

kW.
SR 3.8.1.3, and SR 3.8.1.15 Note 1 (per STD
DEP 8.3-1) The values are accurate and the

brackets will be removed.
Last paragraph of Background section of bases
of PTS 3.8.1 replaces GTS value of "5000 kW"
with "7200 kW" for diesel generator continuous
service rating

107 3.8.1 PTS Minimum fuel oil GTS SR 3.8.1.4, Verify each day tank contains > 1 Value obtained by calculation.
volume in each day [ ] liters of fuel oil.
tank. PTS SR 3.8.1.4, Verify each day tank contains >

[16,900] liters of fuel oil.

Bases for PTS 3.8.1 do not contain a value for
this acceptance criterion.

108 3.8.1 PTS Unit power supply - GTS and PTS SR 3.8.1.8, Verify manual transfer 1 The bracketed site-specific
design detail of the [unit power supply] from normal offsite nomenclature is correct and the

circuit to each required alternate offsite circuit. brackets will be removed.

Bases for PTS SR 3.8.1.8 states, "Manual
transfer of each 4.16 kV ESF bus power supply
from the normal offsite circuit to the alternate
offsite circuit demonstrates the OPERABILITY of
the alternate circuit distribution network to power
the shutdown loads."
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109 3.8.1 PTS Test conditions for SR 3.8.1.9 - Loads to be rejected are revised 1 Within 10% nominal Voltage and
loads to be per STD DEP 8.3-1 "2% noo minal frequency. Although
rejected. GTS loads to be rejected are: Division 1 " 540 not specifically stated, tho..
Acceptance criteria kW', Divisions 2 and 3" _ 1400 kW' PTS loads in.du6tFy accepted values . ..
for diesel generator to be rejected are: Division 1 "> 589 kW", derived from Reg. Guid,1.9, ,
load rejection test - Divisions 2 and 3" > 1689 kW" ,SetienGC4I
maximum PTS SR 3.8.1.9a. Following load rejection, the
frequency following frequency is < [66.7] Hz IEEE 308 and 387, Section 6.2.1
load rejection, and PTS SR 3.8.1.9b. Within 3 seconds following states
frequency and load rejection, the voltage is ? [3744] V and < the load ecn tt

voltage 3 seconds [4576] V. acc.ptablo if the inc.rea.se in diesel
after load rejection. PTS SR 3.8.1.9c. Within 3 seconds following speed does not eXceed 75.. % of

load rejection, the frequency is a [58.8] Hz and < the differen.ce bet-een. normal
[61.2] Hz. speed and the .verspoed trip

setpOint, or 15%0 above normal
Bases for PTS 3.8.1 do not contain values for speed, Whichever is lower-..
the acceptance criteria.

The values are accurate and the
brackets will be removed.

110 3.8.1 PTS Acceptance GTS SR 3.8.1.10, Verify each DG operating at a 1 Less than 115% (4781 Y) and
criterion for diesel power factor_< 0.9 does not trip and voltage is ,,ithi.n 10Q% nomn•. . ,al voltage and
generator testing - maintained < [ ] V during and following a load 2% nRoGmial frequency in
maximum voltage rejection of a load > [5000] V and < [ ] kW. accordan.e with Reg. Guide 1._ ,
during and SeRtGin--4-.
following load PTS SR 3.8.1.10, Verify each DG operating at a
rejection power factor < 0.9 does not trip and voltage is The values are accurate and the

maintained < [4784] V during and following a brackets will be removed.
load rejection of a load a [6480] kW and < [7200]
kW.

Bases for PTS 3.8.1 do not contain values for
the acceptance criteria.
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111 3.8.1 GTS and Acceptance criteria GTS SR 3.8.1.14, Verify each DG operating at a 1 2 hr tost btwe:en 105U ) nd
PTS for diesel generator power factor < 0.9, operates for -24 hours: a. 110% of ontinuous rating i;

testing - load For a 2 hours loaded, > 5225 kW and < 5500 accor . ith Rg Gud 1,,l

profile for 24-hour kW; and b. For the remaining hours of the test SeGtieon-2-,.
run loaded > 5000 kW and[ .

22 hour test be- e 90%4 and
Per STD DEP 8.3-1, unbracketed load values 10o0% of c .ntinuous rating i
are revised: ac,,rdane with Ro A-,, .,

PTS SR 3.8.1.14, Verify each DG operating at a
power factor _ 0.9, operates for > 24 hours: a. STD DEP 8.3 1
For > 2 hours loaded, a 7560 kW and < 7920
kW; and b. For the remaining hours of the test The values are accurate and the
loaded _ [6480] kW and - [7200] kW. brackets will be removed.

Bases for PTS 3.8.1 do not contain values for
the acceptance criteria.

112 3.8.1 GTS Reference to GTS Table 3.8.1-1, DG Test Schedule, Note (b) 1 STD DEP 16.3-49 deleted this
Regulatory position states "This is consistent with Regulatory statement. RG 1.9 is silent on the
in RG 1.9, Revision Position [ ], of RG 1.9, Revision 3." PTS Table seven consecutive failure-free
3 3.8.1-1 Note (b) omits this statement. starts.

Bases for Table 3.8.1-1 do not reference specific
regulatory positions in RG 1.9, Rev. 3.

113 B 3.8.1 GTS and Performance Bases for PTS 3.8.1 Required Actions B.3, C.4, 1 Whin 1% nominal ,,'oltage . nd
PTS criteria for a E.1, and F.1 replace CTG performance criteria 20% nominal frequencY. Although

functional in the Bases for GTS 3.8.1 Required Actions not .pecifically stated, these
combustion turbine B.3, C.4, E.1, and F.1 as follows (See STD DEP industry accepted values ....
generator (CTG), 8.3-1): derived from Reg. Guide 1.0,
steady state Steady state voltage: "- [6210] V and 4 [7590] Se•,iei-.44k
voltage and V" is replaced with "2 [12.42] kV and -< [15.18]
frequency kV" STD DEP 8.3 1

Frequency: "> [58.8] Hz and < [61.2] Hz in less
than 2 minutes" is replaced with "2 [58.8] Hz and The values are accurate and the
< [61.2] Hz in less than 10 minutes". brackets will be removed.

Bases for PTS 3.8.1 Required Actions B.3, C.4,
E._1, and F.1
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114 B 3.8.1 GTS and Bases for voltage Second paragraph of bases for surveillance 1 The brackets will be removed from
PTS and frequency requirements for GTS and PTS 3.8.1 regarding this paragraph.

tolerances for voltage and frequency tolerances for AC
diesel generators sources is bracketed. PTS revised numbers STD DEP 8.3-1

based on STD DEP 8.3-1.

115 3.8.1 GTS and Surveillance note GTS and PTS SR 3.8.1.9 Notes 1 and 2 are I The brackets will be removed
PTS regarding MODE bracketed. The same Notes are contained in because additional flexibility is not

restrictions for SR 3.8.1.10, but are not bracketed. Note 1 supported at this time.
performing DG specifies "This Surveillance shall not be
load rejection performed in MODE 1 or 2."
surveillance, and
disposition of Bases for GTS and PTS SR 3.8.1.9 and SR
associated 3.8.1.10 contain a bracketed Reviewer's Note
reviewer's note in associated with surveillance Note 1 regarding
bases MODE restrictions for performing DG load

rejection surveillance.

116 B 3.8.1 GTS and Surveillance note GTS and PTS SR 3.8.1.13 Notes 1 and 2 are 1 The brackets will be removed
PTS regarding MODE not bracketed, but the bases for SR 3.8.1.13 because additional flexibility is not

restrictions for contain a bracketed Reviewer's Note associated supported at this time.
performing DG with surveillance Note 1 regarding MODE
automatic trip restrictions for performing the DG surveillance.
bypass on loss of
voltage with an GTS and PTS SR 3.8.1.18 Notes 1 and 2 are
ECCS initiation not bracketed, but the bases for SR 3.8.1.18
signal surveillance; contain a bracketed Reviewer's Note associated
load sequence with surveillance Note 1 regarding MODE
timer surveillance; restrictions for performing the load sequencer
and associated timer surveillance.
reviewer's notes in
bases.
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117 3.8.3 GTS and
PTS

Limits on fuel oil
storage tank level,
lube oil inventory,
and starting air
receiver pressure

PTS 3.8.3
Condition A. One or more DGs with fuel oil level
< [380,000] liters and
> [350,000] liters in storage tank.
Condition B. One or more DGs with lube oil
inventory < [7,300] liters and
> [6,700] liters.
Condition E. One or more DGs with pressure in
at least one (STD DEP 16.3-51) starting air
receiver < [3,000] kPaG and 2 [2,700] kPaG.
Required Action E.1, Restore starting air
receiver pressure to 2 [3,000] kPaG.
SR 3.8.3.1, Verify each fuel oil storage tank
contains > [380,000] liters. SR 3.8.3.2, Verify
lube oil inventory for each DG is > [7,300] liters.
SR 3.8.3.4, Verify each ("required" deleted per
STD DEP 16.3-51) DG air start receiver
pressure is - [3,000] kPaG.

Note that GTS 3.8.3 contains no values in the
corresponding brackets.

Bases for PTS 3.8.3:
Required Action B.1 bases states, "With lube oil
inventory < [7,300] liters ... "
Required Action E.1 bases states, "With starting
air receiver pressure < [3,000] MPaG, sufficient
capacity for five successive DG start attempts
does not exist. However, as long as the receiver
pressure is > [2,700] MPaG, there is adequate
capacity for at least one start attempt ... "
SR 3.8.3.2 bases states, "The [7,300] liter
requirement is based on the DG manufacturer's
consumption values for the run time of the DG."

Note that the GTS 3.8.3 bases contain no values
in the corresponding brackets.

1 Values obtained by calculation.
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118 B 3.8.3 GTS and
PTS

ASTM standards
for new fuel oil

Bases for PTS SR 3.8.3.3 state: 1 The bracketed information (ASTM
revision numbers) is correct and
the brackets will be removed."The tests, limits, and applicable ASTM

Standards are as follows:
a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with
ASTM D4057-[06] (Ref. 6);
b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in
ASTM D975-[08] (Ref. 6) that the sample has an
absolute specific gravity at [15.6/15.6°C of >
0.830 and < 0.89' (or an API gravity at 15.6 0C of
> 270 and < 390), a kinematic viscosity at 40°C
of> 1.9 mm2/s and - 4.1 mm2/s, and a flash
point of > 51.7°C]; and
c. Verify that the new fuel oil has a clear and
bright appearance with proper color when tested
in accordance with ASTM D4176-[04] (Ref. 6)."

"Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil
sample, the fuel oil is analyzed to establish that
the other properties specified in Table 1 of
ASTM D975-[08] (Ref. 6) are met for new fuel oil
when tested in accordance with ASTM D975-
[08] (Ref. 6), except that the analysis for sulfur
may be performed in accordance with ASTM
Dl1552-[07] (Ref. 6) or ASTM D2622-[08] (Ref.
6)."

"Particulate concentrations should be
determined in accordance with ASTM D2276-
[06], Method A (Ref. 6)."
"6. ASTM Standards: D4057-[06]; D975-[08];
D4176-[04]; D975-[08]; (D1552-[07]; D2622-[08];
D2276-[06]."

Note that the GTS bases contain no values in
the brackets for ASTM standards.
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119 3.8.4 PTS Battery PTS SR 3.8.4.1, Verify battery terminal voltage 1 These values were taken from
surveillance is_ ?[129] V on float charge. PTS SR 3.8.4.2, NUREG" 11=_431 Rev. ,, ,an,,
acceptance criteria Verify no visible corrosion on terminals and .. nido•'d rFepreentative f . the

for minimum connectors OR Verify connection resistance is "5 .alues expected for the STP 3 & 4
battery terminal [1.5E-4] ohms for inter-cell, inter-rack, and inter- bateiie6.
voltage on float tier connections, and < [1.5E-4] ohms for
charge and terminal connections. Battery terminal voltage will be
maximum PTS SR 3.8.4.5, Verify connection resistance is revised from 129V to 130V to be
connection < [1.5E-4] ohms for inter-cell, inter-rack, and consistent with the minimum
resistance for inter- inter-tier connections, and < [1.5E-4] ohms for float voltage requirements of all
cell, inter-rack, and terminal connections. three major suppliers of safety
inter-tier related batteries in this country.
connections, and Bases for PTS 3.8.4 surveillances do not contain Connection resistances will be
for terminal values for the acceptance criteria, revised from 1.5E-4 ohms to "S
connections. 20% above the resistance as

measured during installation of
the battery" to be consistent
with the values and limits
described in IEEE 450, and as
used by all three major
suppliers of safety related
batteries in this country.

120 3.8.4 PTS Battery charger
surveillance
acceptance
criterion for
current.

PTS SR 3.8.4.6, Verify each required battery
charger supplies > [400] amps at > 125 V for >
12 hours.

Bases for PTS 3.8.4 surveillances do not contain
values for the acceptance criteria.

1
N..REG 1131 Rev. 1, and.ar
consid-ered reprFesentative of the

A
4IWUJ' U' L.1; IXA9+A Lr!) *H a--- 11

ba~te~ieS

The charger amperage will be
revised from 400 amps to
600amps based on the use of a
600 amp battery charger.
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121 3.8.6 PTS Battery cell PTS SR 3.8.6.2 Frequency: Once within 24 1 These values were taken from
parameter hours after battery discharge < [110] V AND ,NUREG 14134 Rev. 1, ,nd are
verification Once within 24 hours after battery overcharge > considered representative of the
surveillance [150] V valur,, exp.cted for th STP 3 & 2
conditional batteoes.
frequencies based Bases for PTS SR 3.8.6.2 state, "In addition,
on discharge and within 24 hours of a battery discharge < [110] V I110Vwill remain for discharge,
overcharge voltage or a battery overcharge > [150] V, the battery but the overcharge voltage will
limits, must be demonstrated to meet Category B be revised from 150V to 140V to

limits." be consistent with the specified
battery voltage range of 105 to

GTS bases contain no values in the brackets. 140V.

122 3.8.6 PTS Battery cell PTS Table 3.8.6-1, 1 These values were taken from
parameter limits on CATEGORY A: LIMITS FOR EACH NUREG 1434 Rev. 1, and are
specific gravity, DESIGNATED PILOT CELL, Specific Gravity ..onsidered representative of the
and limitations on [1.195]; values, expected for the STP 3 & 4
use of maximum CATEGORY B: LIMITS FOR EACH batte-ies.
charging current in CONNECTED CELL, Specific Gravity 2 [1.190]
lieu of specific AND Average of all connected cells >[1.200]; The specific gravity values are
gravity. CATEGORY C: LIMITS FOR EACH accurate and the brackets will

CONNECTED CELL, Specific Gravity - Not be removed.
more than 0.020 below average of all connected
cells AND Average of all connected cells
>[1.190].
Footnote (c) on Specific Gravity: Or battery
charging current is < [2] amps when on float
charge. This is acceptable only during a
maximum of [7] days following a battery
recharge.

GTS Table 3.8.6.1 contains no values in the
brackets.
Bases for PTS Table 3.8.6-1 state,

"The Category A limit specified for specific
gravity for each pilot cell is -> [1.195] .. "

"Footnote c to Table 3.8.6-1 allows the float
charge current to be used as an alternate to
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specific gravity for up to [7] days following a
battery recharge."

"The Category B limit specified for specific
gravity for each connected cell is a [1.190]
(0.020 below the manufacturer's fully charged,
nominal specific gravity) with the average of all
connected cells > [1.200] (0.010 below the
manufacturer's fully charged, nominal specific
gravity)."

"The Category C limit for average specific
gravity (2 [1.190]) ... "

GTS bases contain no value in the brackets.

123 B 3.8.11 GTS and Performance Bases for PTS 3.8.11 Required Action B.1 1 Within 100 nomi n;,l voltage and
PTS criteria for a replace CTG performance criteria in the Bases ,204 nRmnl -un... Although

functional for GTS 3.8.11 Required Action B.1 as follows not .pecifically statod, those
combustion turbine (See STD DEP 8.3-1): i ndustry accepted values ...
generator (CTG), Steady state voltage: "> [6210] V and < [7590] der"ived frm .. g. Guide,.,
steady state V" is replaced with "2 [12.42] kV and < [15.18] $oop G14
voltage and kV"
frequency Frequency: "> [58.8] Hz and < [61.2] Hz in less The values are accurate and the

than 2 minutes" is replaced with "2 [58.8] Hz and brackets will be removed.
5 [61.2] Hz in less than 10 minutes".

124 3.9.5 GTS and Minimum pressure In accordance with STD DEP 16.3-15, PTS SR 1 STD DEP 16.3-15
PTS in control rod 3.9.5.2 replaces the GTS value of 10.49 MPaG

scram accumulator for the minimum control rod scram accumulator
pressure with 12.75 MPaG. (Note that this value
is not designated as COL information in the
GTS.)

Bases for both PTS and GTS SR 3.9.5.2 state,
"Because no explicit analysis exists for
automatic shutdown during refueling, the
shutdown function is satisfied if the withdrawn
control rod is capable of automatic insertion and
the associated CRD scram accumulator
pressure is > 12.75 MPaG."
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125 B 3.10.9 GTS and Number of reactor GTS and PTS 3.10.9 Applicability is "MODES 1 1 LCO 3.4.1 requires at least nine
PTS internal pumps and 2 with less than nine RIPs in operation." RIPs to be in Operation; therefore,

(RIPs) in operation. The bases for GTS and PTS 3.10.9, in sections the brackets will be removed.
for BACKGROUND, APPLICABLE SAFETY
ANALYSES, LCO, APPLICABILITY, and
ACTIONS, include the phrase "[nine] RIPs".

126 4.1.1 GTS and Reference to GTS 4.1.1, The site and exclusion area 1 FSAR Figure 2.1S-3 shows the
PTS description of site boundaries [shall be as described or as shown site and exclusion area

and exclusion area in Figure 4.1-1]. PTS4.1.1, The site and boundaries.
boundaries exclusion area boundaries are as shown in

FSAR Figure 2.1S-3. Also, PTS 4.0 omits GTS
[Figure 4.1-1].

127 4.1.2 GTS and Reference to GTS 4.1.2, The LPZ [shall be as described or as 1 FSAR Figure 2.1S-3 shows the
PTS description of Low shown in Figure 4.1-2]. LPZ.

Population Zone PTS 4.1.2, The LPZ is as shown in FSAR Figure
(LPZ). 2.1S-3. Also, PTS 4.0 omits GTS [Figure 4.1-2].

128 4.3.1.2 PTS Nominal center to PTS 4.3.1.2.d, Nominal [approximately 16] cm 1 The "approximately 16" is correct
center distance center to center distance between fuel and the brackets will be removed.
between fuel assemblies placed in storage racks.
assemblies placed
in storage racks.

129 5.1.1 GTS and Title of position PTS 5.1.1 replaces "[Plant Superintendent]" with 1 Actual personnel titles have been
PTS responsible for "Plant General Manager." inserted.

overall unit
operation.

130 5.1.2 GTS and Title of position PTS 5.1.2 replaces "[Shift Supervisor (SS)]" with 1 Actual personnel titles have been
PTS responsible for "Shift Supervisor / Manager," and replacers inserted.

control room "[highest level of corporate or site management]"
command function, with "President & Chief Executive Officer."
and title of person
signing the notice
of who has the
control room
command function.
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131 5.2.1 GTS and Reference to PTS 5.2.1.a replaces "[applicant's FSAR]" with 1 More specific identification of
PTS document where "FSAR or the Quality Assurance Program requested reference

onsite and offsite Description (QAPD)" documentation has been made.
organizational
requirements are
documented.

132 5.2.1 GTS and Title of position PTS 5.2.1.b replaces "[Plant Superintendent]" 1 Actual personnel titles have been
PTS responsible for with "Plant General Manager." inserted.

overall safe
operation of the
plant.

133 5.2.1 GTS and Title of corporate PTS 5.2.1 .c replaces "[a specified corporate 1 Actual personnel titles have been
PTS executive position executive position]" with "President & Chief inserted

with corporate Executive Officer."
responsibility for
overall plant
nuclear safety.

134 5.2.2 GTS and Unit staff titles. PTS 5.2.2.a replaces "auxiliary operator" with 1 STD DEP 16.5-2
PTS "non-licensed operator" per STD DEP 16.5-2.

PTS 5.2.2.c replaces "[Health Physics
Technician]" with "Radiation Protection
Technician."

135 5.2.2 GTS and Control room Per STD DEP 16.5-1, PTS 5.2.2.b requires one 1 STD DEP 16.5-1
PTS staffing licensed Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) to be

requirements. present in the control room while the unit is in
MODE 1, 2, or 3. GTS 5.2.2.b also requires an
SRO in MODE 4. Note that this is not
designated as a COL information item in the
GTS.

136 5.2.2 GTS and Administrative PTS 5.2.2.d contains proposed site-specific 1 New STD DEP 16.5.5 is being
PTS requirements requirements. Note: These should be evaluated developed to address unit staff

limiting working against approved TSTF-51 1 and 10 CFR Part working hours in accordance with
hours of unit staff 26. TSTF-51 1.
performing safety
related functions.
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137 5.2.2 GTS and Title of position PTS 5.2.2.e replaces "The Operations Manager 1 The statement "[The Operations
PTS requiring the or Assistant Operations Manager" with "The Manager or Assistant Operations

person to hold an Operations Division Manager." Note that this is Manager]" is bracketed in the
active SRO not designated as a COL information item in the DCD and therefore is considered
license. GTS. COL License Information. The

actual personnel title has been
inserted.

138 5.2.2 GTS and Title of position PTS 5.2.2.f replaces "[Shift Supervisor (SS) 1" The term "[Shift Supervisor (SS)]"
PTS that the Shift with "Shift Supervisor / Manager," Note that this is bracketed in all other locations

Technical Advisor is not designated as a COL information item in (e.g., Specification 5.1.2); and
shall provide the GTS. therefore is considered COL
advisory technical License Information. The actual
support. personnel title has been inserted.

139 5.3.1 GTS and Unit staff PTS 5.3.1 contains proposed site-specific 1 The reference is correct and the
PTS qualification requirement for unit staff qualifications. It states, brackets have been removed.

standard. "Each member of the unit staff shall meet or
exceed the minimum qualifications of ANSI
N18.1-1971."

140 5.5.1.1 GTS and Generic Letter PTS 5.5.1.1.b removed the brackets from 1 The reference is correct and the
PTS reference. "[Generic Letter 82-33]". brackets have been removed.

141 5.5.2.1 GTS and Title of position PTS 5.5.2.1.b replaces "[Plant Superintendent]" 1 Actual personnel titles have been
PTS that approves with "Plant General Manager." inserted

licensee-initiated
changes to the
ODCM.

142 5.5.2.7 GTS and Document PTS 5.5.2.7 replaces "frequencies specified in 1 "AG-1-1991" should remain and
PTS providing basis for [Regulatory Guide ], and in accordance with will be reinserted.

Ventilation Filter Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2; ASME
Test Program ESF N510-1989; and AG-1-1991" with "frequencies
filter ventilation specified in Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,
system test and in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52,
frequencies. Revision 2 and ASME N510-1989 as specified

below:"
Note, omission of "AG-1-1991" does not appear
to be addressed by a STD DEP.
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143 5.5.2.7 GTS and VFTP inplace test PTS 5.5.2.7.a replaces 1 RG 1.52, Rev 2 Section C and
PTS criteria for ESF "shows a penetration and system bypass < [0.05 ASME N510-1989 Section 8.6.1

ventilation system ]%... for tolerances
HEPA filters. at the system flowrate specified below [± 101%:

Control Room Habitability System Flowrate [ ] Flowrate values obtained by
Standby Gas Treatment System Flowrate ]" calculation.

with

"shows a penetration and system bypass < 0.05
%o .. .

at the system flowrate specified below ± 10%:
Control Room Habitability System Flowrate
[5,100 m3 /h ]
Standby Gas Treatment System Flowrate
[ 6,800 m3/h ]"

144 5.5.2.7 GTS and VFTP inplace test PTS 5.5.2.7.b replaces 1 RG 1.52, Rev 2 Section C and
PTS criteria for ESF "shows a penetration and system bypass < [0.05 ASME N510-1989 Section 8.6.1

ventilation system ]%... for tolerances
charcoal at the system flowrate specified below [± 101%:
adsorbers. Control Room Habitability System Flowrate [ ] Flowrate values obtained by

Standby Gas Treatment System Flowrate [ ]" calculation.

with

"shows a penetration and system bypass < 0.05
%o .. .

at the system flowrate specified below ± 10%:
Control Room Habitability System Flowrate
[ 5,100 m3/h ]
Standby Gas Treatment System Flowrate
6,800 m3/h ]"
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145 5.5.2.7 GTS and VFTP laboratory PTS 5.5.2.7.c replaces 1 Temperature - ASTM D3803-1989
PTS test criteria for ESF "shows the methyl iodide penetration less than

ventilation system the value specified below when tested in Penetration and Relative Humidity
charcoal adsorber accordance with [ASTM D3803-1989] at a values obtained by calculation.
sample. temperature of < [30*C] and greater than or

equal to the relative humidity specified below:
Control Room Habitability System Penetration

[ RH [
Standby Gas Treatment System Penetration

RH [ ]"

with

"shows the methyl iodide penetration less than
the value specified below when tested in
accordance with ASTM D3803-1989 at a
temperature of < 30*C and greater than or equal
to the relative humidity specified below:
Control Room Habitability System Penetration
0.175 RH 70%
Standby Gas Treatment System Penetration
0.175 RH 70%W

146 5.5.2.7 GTS and Disposition of GTS 5.5.2.7.c [Reviewer's Note: Allowable 1 The Roviowor's Note will be
PTS Reviewer's Note penetration = [100% methyl iodide efficiency for reinsrtod and the brackets will be

regarding charcoal credited in staff safety evaluation] / removed.
allowable (safety factor). Safety factor = [5] for systems
penetration. with heaters.]

147 5.5.2.7 GTS and VFTP criteria for GTS 5.5.7.d specifies a pressure drop at the 1 ASME N510-1989 Section 8.6.1
PTS maximum pressure system flow rate specified below [± 10]%: for flowrate tolerance of 10 %.

drop across Control Room Habitability System Delta P
combined HEPA ] Flowrate [ ] Flowrate values obtained by
filters, the Standby Gas Treatment System Delta P [ calculation.
prefilters, and the ] Flowrate [ ] PTS 5.5.7.d specifies a
charcoal pressure drop at the system flow rate specified
adsorbers. below ± 10%:

Control Room Habitability System Delta P
[ 1,745.8 Pa ] Flowrate [ 5,100 m3/h ]
Standby Gas Treatment System Delta P
[ 2,174.9 Pa ] Flowrate [ 6,800 m3/h ]
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148 5.5.2.7 GTS and VFTP criteria for GTS 5.5.7.e, Demonstrate that the heaters for 1 ASME N510-1989 Section 8.6.1
PTS energy dissipation each of the ESF systems dissipate the value for flowrate tolerance of 10 %.

by ESF ventilation specified below [± 101% when tested in
system heaters. accordance with ASME N510-1989: Wattage values obtained by

Control Room Habitability System Wattage [ ] calculation.
Standby Gas Treatment System Wattage [

PTS 5.5.7.e, Demonstrate that the heaters for
each of the ESF systems dissipate
the value specified below ± 10% when tested in
accordance with ASME N510-1989:
Control Room Habitability System Wattage
[ 65.6 kW ]
Standby Gas Treatment System Wattage
[ 26.2 kW ]

149 5.7.1.1 GTS and Note for multiple- PTS 5.7.1.1 removed the brackets from the 1 The brc•keted plac"hl'd.r 5. 7.11
PTS unit site on Annual note, and also from statement "The initial report (b) will be reinserted and the

Report format; shall be submitted by April 30 of the year brackets will be removed.
when to submit following initial criticality." Note that the GTS
initial report. stated Mar 31. This is changed to April 30 per

STD DEP 16.5-4. PTS 5.7.1.1 also removed
bracketed placeholder for other unit unique
annual reports; none were listed.

150 5.7.1.2 GTS and Note for multiple PTS 5.7.1.2 removed the brackets from the note 1 The TLD requirement was
PTS unit site on Annual and instructions on format in GTS 5.7.1.2, but removed as a result of SECY-97-

Radiological deleted the TLD requirement, apparently without 169-P, September 8, 1997,
Environmental explanation for the deletion. "Change to the Independent
Operating Report Radiation Monitoring Program
format; other report Under Which the NRC Contracts
bracketed details with States to Monitor the
regarding format, Environment Around NRC-
and TLD location Licensed Facilities."
and exposure
period.
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151 5.7.1.2 GTS and Note for multiple PTS 5.7.1.2 removed the brackets from the note 1 The "NOTE" applies and the
PTS unit site on annual in GTS 5.7.1.2 on format. brackets were removed.

Radiological
Effluent Release
Report format.

152 5.7.1.5 GTS and Individual PTS 5.7.1.5.a lists the specifications that 1 The specifications that address
PTS specifications that address core operating limits. core operating limits have been

address core listed and the brackets removed.
operating limits.

153 5.7.1.5 PTS Identify the Topical PTS 5.7.1.5.b provides the following: 1 "10 CFR 50, Appendix G and
Report(s) by Regulatory Guide 1.99" will be
number, title, date, "[10 CFR 50, Appendix G and Regulatory replaced with NEDE-24011-P-A,
and NRC staff Guide 1.99]" "General Electric Standard
approval Application on Fuel," September
document, or 1988," and the brackets will be
identify the staff removed.
Safety Evaluation
Report for a plant
specific
methodology by
NRC letter and
date.

154 5.7.1.6 GTS and Individual PTS 5.7.1.6 states, "LCO 3.4.9, RCS Pressure 1 The referenced LCO is correct
PTS specifications that and Temperature (P/T) Limits addresses the and the brackets have been

address the reactor reactor vessel pressure and temperature limits removed.
vessel pressure and the heatup and cooldown rates."
and temperature
limits and the
heatup and
cooldown rates.
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155 5.7.1.6 PTS Topical Report(s), PTS 5.7.1.6 states, "The analytical methods 1 "Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision
number, title, date, used to determine the pressure and temperature 2 and in accordance with 10 CFR
and NRC staff limits including the heatup and cooldown rates 50, Appendix G" will be replaced
approval document shall be those previously reviewed and with SIR-05-044-A, "Pressure-
or staff safety approved by the NRC in [Regulatory Guide 1.99, Temperature Limits Report
evaluation report Revision 2, and in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Methodology for Boiling Water
for a plant specific Appendix G]." Reactors," dated April 2007
methodology by
NRC letter and
date.

156 5.7.2 GTS and Bracketed PTS 5.7.2 deleted the statement in GTS 5.7.2. 1 The bracketed statement
PTS statement regarding "Special Reports" was

regarding Special lined out because no Special
Reports Reports other than the ones

identified in 5.7.2 (a) and (b) are
anticipated at this time. BeGause
thic statement is similar to -a
'Reviewer's Note" in NU--RE-G
1434, it will be reinseted and The
brackets will be removed.
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RAI 16-22

QUESTION:

The applicant is requested to provide an explanation for the difference between the accumulator
pressure of 12.75 MPaG in the bases for GTS 3.9.5 and the "required" value of 14.71 MPaG
provided in DCD Subsection 4.6.1.2.4. The applicant is also requested to include the derivation
of the 12.75 MPaG value. This question is related to STD DEP 16.3-15 which changed the
scram accumulator value from the GTS value of 10.49 MPaG to 12.75 MPaG in PTS SR 3.9.5.2
to match the GTS bases value.

RESPONSE:

The CRD Hydraulic Control Unit (HCU) Equipment Requirement Specification assumes an
accumulator pressure of 12.71 MPaG (1842 psig) to ensure that the HCUs can produce the
required CRD scram times. The design value of 14.71 MPaG, provided in DCD subsection
4.6.1.2.4, is the discharge pressure at the rated operational point on the CRD pump curve, and
provides assurance that the Technical Specification required pressure of 12.75 MPaG can be met.
The HCU pressure switch is set above the TS limit, but below the design limit.

There are no COLA revisions required as a result of this RAI.
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RAI 16-23

QUESTION:

In STD DEP 16.3-12, the applicant stated that for RHR subsystems B and C, the bases for GTS
3.9.7 and GTS 3.9.8 state that each pump discharge to the reactor is via the "RHR inlet nozzles."
This departure changes "RHR inlet nozzles" to "RHR low pressure flooder spargers" to be
consistent with the STP 3&4 design and the bases of GTS/PTS 3.4.7 and 3.4.8. However, the
staff reviewed the Tier 1 and Tier 2 information concerning the RHR shutdown cooling system
in the DCD, including the RHR P&IDs and physical Figures 20.3.4-5a&b "Low Pressure Core
Flooder Sparger" (Sheets 1 &2) in Chapter 21. The staff was unable to identify the applicant's
phrase "RHR low pressure flooder spargers" as stated by the applicant as consistent with design.
The applicant is requested to identify the ABWR DCD sections referred to in the departure.

RESPONSE:

Standard Departure 16.3-12 will be deleted and the text that was modified in the Bases for LCO
3.9.7 and 3.9.8 will be restored.

The following COLA Part 2 and Part 7 changes are required as a result of this RAI response.
The corresponding COLA Part 4 change will also be made.
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COLA Part 2, Tier 2 Subsection 16B.3.9.7
STD DEP 16.3-9

BACKGROUND

-qT D nDFP 16. C2-12

The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 5 is to remove decay heat
and sensible heat from the reactor coolant, as required by GDC 34.
Each of the three shutdown cooling loops of the RHR System can
provide the required decay heat removal. Each loop consists of one
motor driven pump, a heat exchanger, and associated piping and
valves. Each loop has a dedicated suction nozzle from the reactor
vessel. Each pump discharges the reactor coolant, after it has been
cooled by circulation through the respective heat exchangers, to the
reactor via feedwater line A for subsystem A, and via the individual RHR
inlet nozzles l p ..s 1 g " i for subsystems B and C.
The RHR heat exchangers transfer heat to the Reactor Building Cooling
Water (RCW) system (LCO 3.7.3). The RHR shutdown cooling mode is
manually controlled.

COLA Part 2, Tier 2 Subsection 16B.3.9.8
STD DEP 16.3-9
STD DEP 16.3-1
STD DEP 16.3-13

BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 5 is to remove decay heat
and sensible heat from the reactor coolant, as required by GDC 34.
Each of the three shutdown cooling loops of the RHR System can
provide the required decay heat removal. Each loop consists of one
motor driven pump, a heat exchanger, and associated piping and
valves. Each loop has a dedicated suction nozzle from the reactor
vessel. Each pump discharges the reactor coolant, after it has been
cooled by circulation through the respective heat exchangers, to the
reactor via feedwater line A for subsystem A, and via the individual RHR
inlet nozzles lo•",.. , ,U""4,..... .... .. ,. for subsystems B and C.
The RHR heat exchangers transfer heat to the Reactor Building Cooling
Water (RCW) system (LCO 3.7.2). The RHR shutdown cooling mode is
manually controlled.
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COLA Part 4 Subsection B.3.9.7
BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 5 is to remove decay heat

and sensible heat from the reactor coolant, as required by GDC 34.
Each of the three shutdown cooling loops of the RHR System can
provide the required decay heat removal. Each loop consists of one
motor driven pump, a heat exchanger, and associated piping and
valves. Each loop has a dedicated suction nozzle from the reactor
vessel. Each pump discharges the reactor coolant, after it has been
cooled by circulation through the respective heat exchangers, to the
reactor via feedwater line A for subsystem A, and via the individual RHR

Lcwpr~s~t ~ §p, flo irsage!rs inlet nozzlesý for subsystems B and C.
The RHR heat exchangers transfer heat to the Reactor Building Cooling
Water (RCW) system (LCO 3.7.3). The RHR shutdown cooling mode is
manually controlled.

COLA Part 4 Subsection B.3.9.8
BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 5 is to remove decay heat

and sensible heat from the reactor coolant, as required by GDC 34.
Each of the three shutdown cooling loops of the RHR System can
provide the required decay heat removal. Each loop consists of one
motor driven pump, a heat exchanger, and associated piping and
valves. Each loop has a dedicated suction nozzle from the reactor
vessel. Each pump discharges the reactor coolant, after it has been
cooled by circulation through the respective heat exchangers, to the
reactor via feedwater line A for subsystem A, and via the individual RHR
l•p -.euro floo•d der spaýqgFs inlet nozzles for subsystems B and C.
The RHR heat exchangers transfer heat to the Reactor Building Cooling
Water (RCW) system (LCO 3.7.2). The RHR shutdown cooling mode is
manually controlled.
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Part 7 Section 2.2

~f~b~i6.312, CO 3.9-7, Residual Heat Removal Flowih

theP ABW DCDTehnia1S ifieation~ (TS) WtqesW3.. Bd~8 deserfibe the flaw paTh
of thie P11R Shutdown Cooling System to the reactor piestreurc ecs!e F6R14R~ subsystems B ati

~ t urenlystates triat eaueh ptniM disehkfrgýe to the ieactor is v ia the "RH1R inlet nozzles." Thiis
hI&s bteh changed toflRlw fssv lood-er Spargers"cssin ill design1 ald 1 ases 14
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RAI 16-24

QUESTION:

The applicant is requested to remove STD DEP 16.3-3 because the supposed conflict between
the bases for GTS LCO 3.1.7 and Condition A, regarding the effect of "concentration of boron in
solution not within limits" on SLC subsystem operability, does not exist. This departure proposes
that the PTS bases omit the following sentence (denoted by underlining) in the bases for GTS
LCO 3.1.7, which state,

...The OPERABILITY of the SLC System is based on the conditions of the borated solution in
the storage tank and the availability of a flow path to the RPV, including the OPERABILITY of
the pumps and valves. Because the minimum required boron solution concentration is the same
for both ATWS mitigation and cold shutdown (unlike some previous reactor designs) then if the
boron solution concentration is less than the required limit, both SLC subsystems shall be
declared inoperable. Two SLC subsystems are required to be OPERABLE, each containing an
OPERABLE pump, a motor operated injection valve, and associated piping, valves, and
instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path.

The applicant indicated that the sentence regarding operability appears to be inconsistent with
GTS 3.1.7 Action A, which requires restoring concentration of boron in solution to within limits
in 72 hours for the condition of "concentration of boron in solution not within limits." However,
this is not the case, as evidenced by Condition C, which states, "Two SLC subsystems inoperable
for reasons other than Condition A." That is, Condition A could have been written, "Two SLC
subsystems inoperable due to concentration of boron in solution not within limits." Since this
departure is unnecessary, the applicant is requested to remove it.

RESPONSE:

Standard Departure 16.3-3 will be deleted and the text that was deleted from the Bases for LCO
3.1.7 will be restored.

The following COLA Part 2 and Part 7 changes are required as a result of this RAI response.
The corresponding COLA Part 4 change will also be made. These changes will be made in a
future revision to the COLA.
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.7 Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System

The information in this section of the reference ABWR DCD, including all subsections, is
incorporated by reference with the following departure no departures or supplements.

The OPERABILITY of the SLC Sy4stemq pr-ovides backup capabiliy for
reativiy conftrol, independent of normal reactivity control provison
provided by the conrol0 rods8. The OPERPABILITY of the SLCG System i
LCO (Gontinued) based on the conditionis of the bher-ated solution inth
storage tank and the availabilit oF a ,o pah to the RPV-, 4ncludingth
OPER;A B!IL72ý of the pumps and valves. Because the mnim*um

reuie boroen Souio6n concentration is the same for both A P'
miiato and cold shutdown (unlike isome prGi srator- dOSiORS)ý

thnif the. boronA.P soluioUn concentration is&os than; the requiredl limit,
both SLC subsystems shall be doclared inoerable. Two SLC
subsystems are required to be OPE-RABLE, each containing an
OPE-RABLEi pump, a moetor operated inlectie valve, and aissociated
piping, valves, and inistruments and c04ontos to ensur~e an QRPERBLE
flowpaMh-
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STD DEP 16.3 3, LCO 3.1.7, Standby Liquid Control (SLC) Systm

The Bases states that "Beca-use the minimum r-equir-ed boroen solutio

some pr-evious r-eactor- designs) then if the boroen slut~ion coneentration is less
than the r-equir-ed limit, both SLC subsystems shall be declared inoperable." The
Required Actions for- LCO 3.1.7 include Condition A that r-equir-es entry when
concentration of bor-on in solution is not within limits. The Rcquirced-Action is to
restore concentration of l born.i solution to be within limits within 72 hours and
10 days from discover-y of failure to meet the LGO. The Bases is not consistent
with the LGO therefore, the Bases statement has been deleted.
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RAI 16-26

QUESTION:

Correct the following editorials contained in Section 3.3 of the Technical Specifications:

Section 3.3.2.1

1. Correct Spelling of CORE ALERATIONS in SR 3.3.2.1.2 frequency

Section 3.3.1.1

1. Per the requirements of TSTF-GG-05-01 Writers Guide, for Plant-Specific Improved
Technical specifications, Section 2.1.4 b, revise A.2.2.2 and SR 3.3.1.1.8
----------- NOTE -------- "to read -------- NOTES- "

2. The words "non-regenerative" in function 31 title should be capitalized as per TSTF-GG-05-
01 Section 2.5.8 b.

3. Insert the sign < before the brackets in the column ALLOWABLE VALUE of function 2c

4. Replace the sign < with the sign > in the ALLOWABLE VALUE column of function 4, 12, 19
and 26

5. Replace > with < in the ALLOWABLE VALUE for function 20 and 25

6. Replace < with > and < = with < in the expressions < XX Liters/min and for < = XX Seconds,
respectively for the ALLOWABLE VALUE of function 29.

Section 3.3.1.2

1. Place a page break between the ACTIONS section and the SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS section and place the SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS on a new
page.

Section 3.3.1.3
1. For Condition E, of the PTS there is a period missing at the end of the third OR statement. In

addition, remove the period at the end of Function 1, 2, and 3 of Table 3.3.1.3-1.
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RESPONSE:

Section 3.3.2.1

1. The spelling, "CORE ALERATIONS" in the SR 3.3.2.1.2 Frequency will be corrected in
COLA Part 4.

Section 3.3.1.1

1. Section 2.1.4 b, A.2.2.2 and SR 3.3.1.1.8, " ---------- NOTE ---------" will be revised to read
---------.NOTES ------ " in COLA Part 4.

2. The words "non-regenerative" in the Function 31 title will be capitalized in COLA Part 4.

3. The ALLOWABLE VALUE column is being removed from the PTS as stated in the response
to RAI 16-21, eliminating the need for this correction.

4. The ALLOWABLE VALUE column is being removed from the PTS as stated in the response
to RAI 16-21, eliminating the need for this correction.

5. The ALLOWABLE VALUE column is being removed from the PTS as stated in the response
to RAI 16-21, eliminating the need for this correction.

6. The ALLOWABLE VALUE column is being removed from the PTS as stated in the response
to RAI 16-21, eliminating the need for this correction.

Section 3.3.1.2

1. A page break will be placed between the ACTIONS section and the SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS section allowing the SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS to be
started on a new page in COLA Part 4.

Section 3.3.1.3

1. A period will be added to the end of Condition E and the period at the end of Function 1, 2,
and 3 of Table 3.3.1.3-1 will be removed in COLA Part 4.

These changes will be made in a future revision to the COLA. Additionally, a standard departure
addressing these as well as other editorial changes to the DCD is being developed and will be
provided in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-27

QUESTION:

Correct the following editorials contained in Section 3.3 of the Technical Specifications:

Editorial comments for PTS 3.3.1.1 bases.

1. Edit the bases for following functions of PTS 3.3.1.1, as applicable, so that discussions of the
following topics are in separate paragraphs, for consistency in bases presentation of other
functions:
* number of channels required to be operable
* Allowable Values
* Applicability

Function 14, fourth paragraph
Functions 16a and 16b, second and fourth paragraphs
Functions 17 and 18, second and third paragraphs
Functions 21 and 22, fourth paragraph

2. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-39, third paragraph, the phrase "isolation, and feedwater
line break mitigation initiation" should be written in title case as illustrated: "ESF, Isolation, and
Feedwater Line Break Mitigation Initiation (Functions 11 .b, 11 .c, and 11 .d) are required in
MODES 1, 2, and 3..."

3. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-41, the Function 15 title is incomplete. Add the
following missing text "- High" to title.

4. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-41, second sentence of bases for Function 15,
should capitalize the function title: "This function, concurrent with the Drywell Pressure -
High function (Function 11 .d) provides a condensate pump trip signal to reduce the amount
of energy added to the drywell.

5. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-44, for Function 18,
* Eliminate the break in the second paragraph, line 6.
* In the third paragraph, second sentence, replace "in MODE 1 and in MODES 2 and 3"

with "in MODES 1, 2 and 3".

Editorial comments for section B 3.3.1.1

1. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-17, in the second paragraph of PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section
entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," replace the word "Polity" with
the correct word "Policy".

2. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-18, line 4, in the sixth paragraph of PTS 3.3.1.1 bases
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section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," replace the word
"normal" with the correct word "nominal" to be consistent with the GTS bases.

3. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-20, line 4, in the first paragraph of the bases for Functions L.a
and 1 .b, in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and
Applicability," re-align the last two words of the sentence ending in "rod withdrawal," which
are misplaced.

4. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-26, second sentence of second paragraph of the bases for
Function 2.f, in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and
Applicability," replace the word "provided" by the correct word "provide".

5. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-28, first sentence of third paragraph of the bases for
Function 2.g, in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO,
and Applicability," replace the word "is" by the correct word "are".

6. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-28, seventh line of first paragraph of the bases for
Functions 3.a, 3.b and 3.c in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety
Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," replace the word "results" by the correct word "result".

7. On first line of PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-30, underline "4. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-
Low (Injection Permissive)".

8. Apply widow/orphan protection to last paragraph on PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-30 to avoid
the orphan text "reduction in risk."

9. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-36, last line of fifth paragraph of the bases for Functions 9.a,
9.b and 9.c in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and
Applicability," replace "ADS 0" with "ADS B".

10. Edit the bases for following functions of PTS 3.3' 1.1, as applicable, so that discussions of
the following topics are in separate paragraphs, for consistency in bases presentation of
other functions:
* number of channels required to be operable
* Allowable Values
* Applicability

Function 10, fifth paragraph

11. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-38, last item in list of protective actions in the bases for
Functions 11 .a, 1 b, 11 .c, and 11 .c in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable
Safety Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," capitalize "Feedwater Line Differential Pressure -
High."

Editorial Comments for section B 3.3.1.1
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1. Edit the bases for following functions of PTS 3.3.1.1, as applicable, so that discussions of
the following topics are in separate paragraphs, for consistency in bases presentation of
other functions:
* number of channels required to be operable
* Allowable Values
* Applicability

Function 23, second and third paragraphs
Function 25, 26, & 27, fourth paragraph
Function 28, fourth and fifth paragraphs
Function 29, fifth paragraph
Functions 30, 31, & 32, second and third paragraphs
Function 33, first and second paragraphs

2. In the bases for PTS 3.3.1.1, Function 27, change "These Functions are not" to "This
Function is not".

3. In the bases for PTS 3.3.1.1, format References consistently. References are formatted in
three different ways in this section e.g., "of Reference(s)", "in Reference" and "(Ref.)" See
PTS bases pages B 3.3.1.1-17, 21, 23, 26, 28, 30, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, and 48.

4. "Applicability Bases" is referred to in many different ways in this section. For example,
variances noted included "for the applicability basis", "for Applicability Bases", "for the
Applicability basis", "for applicability basis", "for the Applicability Bases", "The applicability
basis", the Applicability", etc. Revise the bases to be consistent when referring to the
applicability bases.

Editorial comments for PTS 3.3.1.1 bases

Note: Every edit to GTS bases text requires an associated STD DEP in COLA Part 7.

1. Revise the second paragraph of the bases for Required Action N. 1, to state: "Declaring the
supported features inoperable will cause entry into the applicable Conditions and Required
Actions associated with the LCOs for the supported features, and will result in suitable
compensatory measures being taken."

2. In the bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.1.3, delete the blank line after the fourth line of the third
paragraph.

3. In the bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.1.13 and SR 3.3.1.1.14, in the second paragraph, replace the
hyphen in "infrequent-provide" with the conjunction "and".

4. In the bases for PTS 3.3.1.1, in the Reference section, remove the unnecessary page break
after Reference 8. In addition, Reference 8, should state "Overpressure Protection".
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5. For consistency with Function listings in GTS Table 3.3.1.1-1 and PTS Table 3.3.1.1-1, and
for internal consistency, PTS 3.3.1.1 bases Table B 3.3.1.1-1, Functions 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11,
16, and 24 should be presented similar to functions 1 and 2 e.g. function 3 with 3a, 3b, 3c; in
addition, all Function titles should be presented in the table.

6. In PTS 3.3.1.1 bases Table B 3.3.1.1-1, correct the error in the title for Function 5 as the title
is incomplete and missing the word "Vessel".

7. In PTS 3.3.1.1 bases Table B 3.3.1.1-1, correct the title for Function 8 as the title is
incomplete and missing the word "Low".

8. In PTS 3.3.1.1 bases Table B 3.3.1.1-1, correct the error in title for Function 9. Instead of "9.
Reactor Vessel Water Level, Low-Level 1 ", the title should read "9. Reactor Vessel Water
Level - Low, Level 1 ".

9. In PTS 3.3.1.1 bases Table B 3.3.1.1 -1, capitalize the word "non-regenerative" in the title for
Function 31.

Additional editorial comments on PTS 3.3.1.1 bases

1. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-42, revise the second paragraph of the bases for
Function 15, to be consistent with the Function title, e.g., "measured drywell pressure"
should be "feedwater line differential pressure."

2. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.1-42, make the last sentence of the second paragraph of the
bases for Function 15 a new paragraph for clarity and consistency with the bases for the
Allowable Values of other functions.

Editorial Comments for section B 3.3.1.1

1. In the PTS bases, avoid blank lines at the end of a page, except as needed for widow/orphan
prevention when the text continues to the next page.

2. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases pages B 3.3.1.1-1 and 2, the information contained in the DTF
section breaks in the middle of the sentence and continues on the next page. Break the
sentence at the end rather than in the middle.

3. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-3, second to last paragraph, remove the word
"other" from the last sentence of the paragraph where it is currently shown before the word
divisions.

4. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-3, create a new paragraph after the first row and
combine the second and third sentences in the new paragraph as shown below:
There are two basic segments that are used to initiate protective actions.
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The SENSOR CHANNEL segment consists of the instrumentation portion which
encompasses the sensors, sensor data conversion, sensor data transmission path and the
setpoint comparison. Capability is provided to manually trip individual SENSOR
CHANNELS. Interlocks are provided to prevent placing more than one SENSOR CHANNEL
for a given Function in trip at the same time.
The LOGIC CHANNEL segment consists of the functions responsible for implementing the
initiation logic, generating initiation signals when needed, and various support functions.
The LOGIC CHANNELS in each division send data to the OUTPUT CHANNELS.

5. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-4, third paragraph, last sentence, replace the word
"effect" with "affect".

6. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-8, the title, Low Pressure Flooder (LPFL) System
(Mode of the Residual Heat Removal System) should be underlined.

7. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-10, last paragraph, replace the word "then" with
"than".

8. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-14, underline "3. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
(RCIC) System Isolation".

9. On PTS 3.3.1.1 bases page B 3.3.1.1-16, underline "ATWS MITIGATION".

Editorial Comments for section B 3.3.1.2

1. On bases page B 3.3.1.2-8, second line, in the bases for PTS 3.3.1.2 Actions D.1 and D.2,
correct the typographical error, "repairs on at least on of the" should be "repairs on at least
one of the".

2. On bases pages B 3.3.1.2-14 and -15, last sentence of bases for PTS SR 3.3.1.2.6 and
SR 3.3.1.2.7, correct the typographical error, "but not channel failure, are infrequent provide
confidence that" should be "but not channel failure, are infrequent and provide confidence
that".

Editorial Comments for section B 3.3.1.3
1. On PTS bases page B 3.3.1.3-1, in the bases section title, place a comma after "LCO".

Editorial comments for section B 3.3.4.1

1. On PTS bases page B 3.3.4.1-13 in the last paragraph of the bases for PTS 3.3.4.1
Actions C.1.1, C.1.2.1, and C.1.2.2 and C.2, replace C.2.1 with C.1.1, C.2.2.1 with C.1.2.1,
and C.2.2.2 with C. 1.2.2.

2. On PTS bases page B 3.3.4.1-14 in the first paragraph of the bases for PTS 3.3.4.1
Actions F. 1 and F.2, replace "...appropriate actions are taken for if the required Actions..."
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with "...appropriate actions are taken if the required Actions..."

3. On PTS bases page B 3.3.4.1-14 in the bases for PTS 3.3.4.1 Action G.1, correct the second
sentence to read, "Because of the low probability of an event requiring these Functions, [24]
hours is provided to restore the inoperable functions."

Editorial comments for section B 3.3.6.1

1. On PTS bases page B 3.3.6.1-5, in the bases for PTS 3.3.6.1 Functions 9 and 10, replace
"10-6%" with either "1 E-6%" or with the "-6" written as a superscript immediately following
"10".

2. Add "Revision 4" to Reference 1 of the bases reference section on page B 3.3.6.1-10 in the
bases for PTS 3.3.6.1. Reference 1 is Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumentation for Light-
Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and
Following an Accident," June 2006.

Editorial Comments for Section B 3.3.5.1

1. On PTS bases page B 3.3.5.1-2, last paragraph of the bases Background section, second
sentence, remove the extra word "establish." This correction will require a departure from
the GTS bases.

2. On PTS bases page B 3.3.5.1-2, first paragraph, fourth sentence, of the bases section
entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," for Function 1 .a, replace
"These analysis" with "This analysis."

3. On PTS bases page B 3.3.5.1-3, last paragraph, 1 st sentence. The acronym "RWE" has
already been previously defined, revise the sentence accordingly. Define the acronym
"RTP".

4. Correct the typographical errors in the following sentences is SR 3.3.5.1.1 and SR 3.3.5.1.2
The sentence, "The setpoint shall be left set consistent with the assumptions". should be
revised to read, "The setpoint shall be set consistent with the assumptions.."

5. On PTS bases page B 3.3.5.1-6, last sentence of second paragraph of the bases for PTS
SR 3.3.5.1.1 and SR 3.3.5.1.2, replace "provides" with "provide".

6. On PTS bases page B 3.3.5.1-7, first sentence second paragraph of the bases for PTS
SR 3.3.5.1.5, remove the extra phrase "one hour after".

7. On PTS bases page B 3.3.5.1-8, first sentence of the bases for PTS SR 3.3.5.1.7, replace
"required" with "require".

Editorial Comments for Section B 3.3.8.2-1
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1. The upper right page heading for GTS & PTS 3.3.8.2 is "RPV Coolant Temperature
Monitoring". The subsection title for GTS & PTS 3.3.8.2 is "Reactor Coolant Temperature
Monitoring - Shutdown". The upper right page heading and the subsection title for the bases
of GTS & PTS 3.3.8.2 are "Reactor Coolant Temperature Monitoring." Make these headings
and titles consistent, and associated needed deviations from the GTS and bases with a
standard departure.

RESPONSE:

Correct the following editorials contained in Section 3.3 of the Technical Specifications:

Section 3.3.1.1 Bases

1. The COLA Part 4 Bases for Functions 14, 16, 17, 18, 21 and 22 will be revised, as
applicable, so that discussions of the following topics are in separate paragraphs, for
consistency in the Bases presentation of other functions:

* number of channels required to be operable
* Allowable Values
* Applicability

2. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-39, third paragraph, the phrase "isolation, and
feedwater line break mitigation initiation" will be written in title case as follows: "ESF,
Isolation, and Feedwater Line Break Mitigation Initiation."

3. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-41, the Function 15 title is incomplete. The missing
word "- High" will be added to the title.

4. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-41, the function title, Drywell Pressure - High, in the
second sentence for Function 15, will be capitalized.

5. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-44, for Function 18, the break in the second paragraph
will be eliminated, line 6. In the third paragraph, second sentence, "in MODES 1, 2 and
3" will replace "in MODE 1 and in MODES 2 and 3."

Section B 3.3.1.1

1. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-17, in the second paragraph of PTS 3.3.1.1 bases
section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," the word "Polity"
will be replaced with the correct word "Policy".

2. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-18, line 4, in the sixth paragraph of Bases section
entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," the word "normal" will be
replaced with the correct word "nominal" to be consistent with the GTS bases.
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3. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-20, line 4, in the first paragraph of the Bases for
Functions L.a and 1.b, in the section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO, and
Applicability," the last two words of the sentence ending in "rod withdrawal," will be
realigned with the text where they belong.

4. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-26, second sentence of second paragraph of the bases
for Function 2.f, in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis,
LCO, and Applicability," the word "provided" will be replaced by the correct word
"provide."

5. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-28, first sentence of third paragraph of the bases for
Function 2.g, in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety Analysis, LCO,
and Applicability," the word "is" will be replaced by the correct word "are."

6. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-28, seventh line of first paragraph of the bases for
Functions 3.a, 3.b and 3.c in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety
Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," the word "results" will be replaced by the correct
word "result."

7. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-30, "4. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-Low (Injection
Permissive)" will be underlined.

8. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-30, widow/orphan protection will be applied to the
last paragraph to avoid the orphaned text "reduction in risk."

9. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-36, the last line of the fifth paragraph of the bases for
Functions 9.a, 9.b and 9.c in the PTS 3.3.1.1 bases section entitled "Applicable Safety
Analysis, LCO, and Applicability," "ADS 0" will be replaced with "ADS B."

10. The COLA Part 4 Bases for Function 10 will be revised, as applicable, so that discussions
of the following topics are in separate paragraphs, for consistency in the Bases
presentation of other functions:

* number of channels required to be operable
* Allowable Values
* Applicability

11. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-38, the last item in the list of protective actions for
Functions 11 .a, 1 lb 11 .c, and 11 .d in the section entitled Applicable Safety Analysis,
LCO, and Applicability, "Feedwater Line Break Differential Pressure - High" will be
capitalized.
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Section B 3.3.1.1

1 The COLA Part 4 Bases for Functions 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 will be
revised, as applicable, so that discussions of the following topics are in separate
paragraphs, for consistency in the Bases presentation of other functions:

" number of channels required to be operable
" Allowable Values
" Applicability

2. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-50, for Function 27, "These Functions are not" will be
changed to "This Function is not."

3. COLA Part 4 Bases, the References will be formatted consistently.

4. COLA Part 4 Bases, the statements referring to the Applicability Bases sections will be
formatted consistently.

PTS 3.3.1.1 Bases

I . COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-60, the second paragraph of Required Action N. 1,
will be revised to state: "Declaring the supported features inoperable will cause entry into
the applicable Conditions and Required Actions associated with the LCOs for the
supported features, and will result in suitable compensatory measures being taken."

2. COLA Part 4 Bases page 3.3.1.1-63, the blank line after the fourth line of the third
paragraph will be deleted to close up the paragraph.

3. COLA Part 4 Bases pages B 3.3.1.1-68 and -69, for SR 3.3.1.1.13 and SR 3.3.1.1.14, in
the second paragraph of each, the hyphen in "infrequent-provide" will be replaced with a
con-tma.

4. COLA Part 4 Bases pages B 3.3.1.1-69 and -70, in the Reference section, the unnecessary
page break after Reference 8 will be deleted. In addition, Reference 8 will be revised to
"Overpressure Protection" from "Overpressure protection."

5. COLA Part 4 Bases Table B 3.3. 1. 1 -1, Functions 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 16, and 24 are
presented in the manner they are to accommodate the varying Applicable Modes.

6. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-71, the title for Function 5, the missing word "Vessel"
will be reinserted.

7. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-71, the title for Function 8, the missing hyphen and
word "Low" will be reinserted.
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8. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-72, the title for Function 9, spaces will be added to
either side of the hyphen.

9. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-73, the title for Function 31, the word "non-
regenerative" will be capitalized.

Additional editorial comments on PTS 3.3.1.1 Bases

1. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-42, "measured drywell pressure" will be replaced
with "feedwater line differential pressure."

2. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-42, the last sentence of the second paragraph for
Function 15 will begin a new paragraph for clarity and consistency with the Bases for the
Allowable Values of other functions.

Section B 3.3.1.1

1. COLA Part 4 Bases - general, blank lines will be avoided at the end of a page, except as
needed for widow/orphan prevention when the text continues to the next page.

2. COLA Part 4 Bases pages B 3.3.1.1-1 and 2, the last sentence on page B 3.3.1.1-1 will be
repaired so that it is not broken in the middle.

3. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-3, second to last paragraph, the second word "other"
will be deleted from the last sentence of the paragraph.

4. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-3, the last paragraph will be broken after the first
sentence. The remaining sentence will be combined with the first paragraph on Bases
page B 3.3.1.1-4 to create a new paragraph.

5. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-4, third paragraph, last sentence, the word "effect"
will be replaced with the word "affect."

6. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-8, the title, Low Pressure Flooder (LPFL) System
(Mode of the Residual Heat Removal System) will be underlined.

7. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-10, last paragraph, the word "then" will be replaced
with the word "than."

8. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-14, "3. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
System Isolation" will be underlined.

9. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.1-16, "ATWS MITIGATION" will be underlined.
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Section B 3.3.1.2

1. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.2-8, second line, in the bases for Actions D.1 and D.2,
"on" will be replaced with "one."

2. COLA Part 4 Bases pages B 3.3.1.2-14 and -15, the last sentence of bases for PTS SR
3.3.1.2.6 and SR 3.3.1.2.7, will be changed from, "but not channel failure, are infrequent
provide confidence that" to "but not channel failure, are infrequent and provide
confidence that."

Section B 3.3.1.3

COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.1.3-1, a comma will be placed after "LCO".

Section B 3.3.4.1

1. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.4.1-13, in the last paragraph for Actions C.1.1, C.1.2.1,
and C. 1.2.2 and C.2, C.2.1 will be replaced with C. 1.1, C.2.2.1 will be replaced with
C. 1.2.1, and C.2.2.2 will be replaced with C. 1.2.2.

2. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.4.1-14, in the first paragraph of Actions F.1 and F.2, the
word "for" will be deleted.

3. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.4.1-14, under Action G. 1, the period in the middle of the
second sentence will be replaced with a comma.

Section B 3.3.6.1

1. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.6.1-5, for Functions 9 and 10, "10-6" will be replaced
with "lE-6."

2. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.6.1-10, Reference 1 is Regulatory Guide 1.97,
"Instrumentation for Light- Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and
Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident." The bracketed Reference 1
date will be changed from "June 2006" to "Revision 3, May 1983," which is the revision
identified in FSAR Table 1.8-1.

Section B 3.3.5.1

1. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.5.1-2, last paragraph of the bases Background section,
second sentence, the extra word "establish" will be removed.

2. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.5.1-2, first paragraph, fourth sentence of Applicable
Safety Analysis, LCO, and Applicability, for Function 1 .a, "These analysis" will be
replaced with "This analysis."
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3. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.5.1-3, last paragraph, 1st sentence, the acronym "RWE"
has been previously defined and the sentence will be revised accordingly. The acronym
"RTP" will be replaced with "Rated Thermal Power (RTP)."

4. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.5.1.6, SR 3.3.5.1.1 and SR 3.3.5.1.2, the word "left" will
be deleted from the third sentence.

5. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.5.1-6, the last sentence of the second paragraph of SR
3.3.5.1.1 and SR 3.3.5.1.2, "provides" will be replaced with "provide."

6. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.5.1-7, first sentence of the second paragraph for SR
3.3.5.1.5, the extra phrase "one hour after" will be removed.

7. COLA Part 4 Bases page B 3.3.5.1-8, first sentence for SR 3.3.5.1.7, "required" will be
replaced with "require".

Section B 3.3.8.2-1

1. The correct subsection 3.3.8.2 title is Reactor Coolant Temperature Monitoring. The
COLA Part 4 page heading and subsection title will be changed to make them consistent.

These editorial changes will be made in a future revision to the COLA. Additionally, a standard
departure addressing these as well as other editorial changes to the DCD is being developed and
will be provided in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-28

QUESTION:

In PTS Table 3.3.1.1-1 the applicant is requested to add SR 3.3.1.1.9, SR 3.3.1.1.10, and SR
3.3.1.1.14 to the surveillance requirements for Functions 24a and 24b, MODE (f), (g) of the PTS.

The GTS 3.3.1.1 Function 24a, Reactor Building Area Exhaust Air Radiation-High and Function
24b, Fuel Handling Area Exhaust Air Radiation-High, MODE (f), (g) requires the following
surveillances: SR 3.3.1..11, SR 3.3.1.1.5, SR 3.3.1.1.9, SR 3.3.1.1.10, and SR 3.3.1.1.14. The
PTS omits SR 3.3.1.1.9, SR 3.3.1.1.10, and SR 3.3.1.1.14 for Functions 24a and 24b. Part 7 of
the COLA contains no departure to justify omitting SR 3.3.1.1.9, SR 3.3.1.1.10, and SR
3.3.1.1.14 for this function.

RESPONSE:

COLA Part 4 Table 3.3.1.1-1 will be corrected in a future revision to reinsert SRs 3.3.1.1.9,
3.3.1.1.10, and 3.3.1.1.14 for Functions 24a and 24b, specified conditions (f) and (g).
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RAI 16-29

QUESTION:

In PTS Table 3.3.1.1-1, the applicant is requested to add SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.10 to the
surveillance requirements for Function 25, RCIC, Steam Line Flow - High.

GTS 3.3.1.1 Function 25, RCIC, Steam Line Flow - High, requires the following surveillances:
SR 3.3.1.1.1, SR 3.3.1.1.5, SR 3.3.1.1.9, and SR 3.3.1.1.10. The PTS omits SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR
3.3.1.1.10 for Function 25.

Part 7 of the COLA contains no departure to justify omitting SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.10 for
this function.

RESPONSE:

COLA Part 4 Table 3.3.1.1-1 will be corrected in a future revision to reinsert SR 3.3.1.1.9 and
SR 3.3.1.1.10 for Function 25, RCIC, Steam Line Flow - High.
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RAI 16-30

QUESTION:

In PTS Table 3.3.1.1-1, the applicant is requested to add SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.10 to the
surveillance requirements for Function 1 a, SRNM Neutron Flux High, MODE 2.

The GTS 3.3.1.1 specifies the following surveillances for Function 1 .a, SRNM Neutron Flux
High, MODE2: SR 3.3.1.1.1, SR 3.3.1.1.3, SR 3.3.1.1.8, SR 3.3.1.1.9, and SR 3.3.1.1.10. The
PTS omits SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.10 for Function la.

Part 7 of the COLA contains no departure to justify omitting SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.10 for
this function.

RESPONSE:

COLA Part 4 Table 3.3.1.1-1 will be corrected in a future revision to reinsert SR 3.3.1.1.9 and
SR 3.3.1.1.10 for Function la, SRNM Neutron Flux High, MODE 2.
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RAI 16-31

QUESTION:

In PTS Table 3.3.1.1, the applicant is requested to add SR 3.3.1.1.9 to the surveillance
requirements for Function I d, SRNM - Inop, MODE 5(a).

The GTS 3.3.1.1 specifies the following surveillances for Function 1 d. SRNM - Inop, MODE
5(a): SR 3.3.1.1.4, and SR 3.3.1.1.9. The PTS omits SR 3.3.1.1.9 for Function Id. SRNM - Inop,
MODE 5(a).

Part 7 of the COLA contains no departure to justify omitting SR 3.3.1.1.9 for this function..

RESPONSE:

COLA Part 4 Table 3.3.1.1-1 will be corrected in a future revision to reinsert SR 3.3.1.1.9 for
Function Id, SRNM - Inop, MODE 5(a).
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RAI 16-34

QUESTION:

According to GTS and PTS Table 3.3.1.1-1, SR 3.3.1.1.4 applies only to SRNM Functions 1 a, lb
& I d, and only in Mode 5.

The bases for GTS and PTS SR 3.3.1.1.4 mentions the APRM - High Functions in the second
paragraph. This does not appear to be relevant to the discussion of SR 3.3.1.1.4. The resolution
of this apparent discrepancy will require a standard departure if it removes the reference to the
APRM-High Functions.

In addition, the bracketed Frequency of GTS and PTS SR 3.3.1.1.4 is [32] days; but the bases
state the Frequency as [31 ] days.

In response to COL Action Item 16.1 and RAI 16-1, resolve this inconsistency. The bracketed
Frequency of [92] days for the Divisional Functional Test, SR 3.3.1.1.5, and Channel Functional
Test, SR 3.3.1.1.6, must be justified in the same manner that the 92-day Frequency for the
Channel Functional Test was justified for the BWR/6; i.e., via topical reports.

See the reviewer's notes and the referenced topical reports in the bases for Section 3.3 of
NUREG-1434, STS for GE Plants, BWR/6, Rev 3. Otherwise, the justification stated in the GTS
is acceptable for specifying a 31-day Frequency.

RESPONSE:

The Bases mention of the APRM - High Function in SR 3.3.1.1.4 is incorrect and does not agree
with the listed SRs in Table 3.3.1.1-1. A new standard departure (STD DEP 16.3-98) has been
prepared to revise the SR 3.3.1.1.4 Bases to remove discussion of the APRM - High Function.

The bracketed Frequency disparity for SR 3.3.1.1.4 has been resolved by inserting "31" days in
both the Specification and the Bases, and removing the brackets.

As stated in the response to RAI 16-21, the bracketed Frequency of [92] days for the Divisional
Functional Test, SR 3.3.1.1.5, and the Channel Functional Test, SR 3.3.1.1.6 has been replaced
with 31 days because the NUREG 1434 Reviewer's Note allowing certain Frequencies to be
extended requires the application of GENE-770-06-1, "Addendum to Bases for Changes to
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for Selected Instrumentation
Technical Specifications," February 1991, and this topical report has not been applied for these
SRs.

The following COLA Part 2, Chapter 16 and Part 7 changes will be made in a future revision to
the COLA. The corresponding Part 4 changes will also be made.
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.1.4

A DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the SRNM 4144
APM Functions that are is required in MODE-4-an4 5 to provide
confidence that the Function. will perform as intended.

The {311 day frequency is based on the specified high reliability and low
drift of the devices that are used to implement the SRNM-High ýhd
APRA- H Functions. In addition, the self-test features of the NMS
provide confidence that most failures that occur between surveillances
will be automatically detected. The diversity of Functions provided
(including manual scram), coupled with the SENSOR CHANNEL
CHECKS provide confidence that this frequency is adequate.
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STD DEP 16.3-98, SR 3.3.1.1.4, DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST for SRNMs

The Bases for SR 3.3.1.1.4, DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST discuss the SRNM - High
and the APRM - High Functions. SR 3.3.1.1.4 is specific to the SRNMs. The correct
DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST for the APRMs is SR 3.3.1.1.5. Therefore, the SR
3.3.1.1.4 Bases are revised to remove mention of the APRM - High Function.
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RAI 16-35

QUESTION:

The applicant is requested to use the same units for leakage rates in the bases for PTS 3.3.1.1.

The bases Functions 22 and 28 state, "The Allowable Values are set low enough to detect a leak
equivalent to 95 L/min," while the bases for Functions 23, 27, 30, 31, and 32 state the
"Allowable Values are set low enough to detect a leak equivalent to 1.58 x 10-3 m3/s.

The value1.58 x 10-3 m3/s is equivalent to 95 L/min. For consistency the same units should be
used.

RESPONSE:

The Bases for Functions 23, 27, 30, 31, and 32 will be revised to state the "Allowable Values are
set low enough to detect a leak equivalent to 95 L/min" to be consistent with the LCO and with
the Bases for Functions 22 and 28.

These editorial changes will be made in a future revision to the COLA. Additionally, a standard
departure addressing these as well as other editorial changes is being developed and will be
provided in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-36

QUESTION:

Restore GTS 3.3.1.1 text that is missing from the bases for PTS 3.3.1.1 Functions 2.c and 2.f, or
justify omitting this text in a standard departure from the GTS bases.

1. The following sentence is missing from the bases for PTS 3.3.1.1 Function 2.c, Average
Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High:

"This Function's trip signal is sent to the TLFs over the same data transmission paths as those
described for Function 2.a above and is subject to the same OPERABILITY conditions."

2. The following paragraph is missing from the bases for PTS 3.3.1.1 Function 2.f, Oscillation
Power Range Monitor:

"There are four divisions of OPRMs, one in each NMS division. Each OPRM acquires data from
LPRMs distributed throughout the core. Therefore, each OPRM is capable of detecting an
oscillation in any core region. Each OPRM sends trip data to all four RPS TLFs via suitable
isolators."

RESPONSE:

The missing COLA Part 4, Section 3.3.1.1 Function 2.c, Average Power Range Monitor Fixed
Neutron Flux-High sentence, "This Function's trip signal is sent to the TLFs over the same data
transmission paths as those described for Function 2.a above and is subject to the same
OPERABILITY conditions." will be restored.

The missing COLA Part 4, Section 3.3.1.1 Function 2.f, Oscillation Power Range Monitor
paragraph, "There are four divisions of OPRMs, one in each NMS division. Each OPRM
acquires data from LPRMs distributed throughout the core. Therefore, each OPRM is capable of
detecting an oscillation in any core region. Each OPRM sends trip data to all four RPS TLFs via
suitable isolators." will be restored.

These editorial changes will be made in a future revision to the COLA.
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RAI 16-37

QUESTION:

On page B 3.3.4.1-16 in the second paragraph of the bases for PTS SR 3.3.4.1.3, to perform
Sensor Channel Calibration, is the following sentence:

"If the as found setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value, the plant specific setpoint
methodology may be revised, as appropriate, if the history and all other pertinent information
indicate a need for the revision."

The applicant is requested to remove this sentence because it is inappropriate to just simply
revise the plant specific setpoint methodology if the as-found setting is less conservative than the
Allowable Value.

This is an indication that the instrument processing channel or sensor are either out of calibration
or malfunctioning and in either case would require some type of formal corrective action to
evaluate the condition of the inoperable sensor channel.

In addition, the setpoint control program specification contains requirements for dispositioning
an instrumentation sensor channel that is found to have a trip setting that is non-conservative
compared to the Allowable Value.

The applicant is also requested to remove the second sentence of the paragraph since it simply
restates the last sentence of the preceeding paragraph.

The applicant is requested to examine the bases for all instrumentation channel calibration
surveillance requirements and remove similar language where ever it occurs.

RESPONSE:

The statement "If the as found setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value, the plant
specific setpoint methodology may be revised, as appropriate, if the history and all other
pertinent information indicate a need for the revision" was found associated with twelve SRs (9
locations) in the Bases Sections 3.3.1.1 (SRs 3.3.1.1.3, 3.3.1.1.5, 3.3.1.1.6, 3.3.1.1.10 and
3.3.1.1.11), 3.3.1.4 (SR 3.3.1.4.6), 3.3.4.1 (SRs 3.3.4.1.2 and 3.3.4.1.3), 3.3.4.2 (SRs 3.3.4.2.2
and 3.3.4.2.3), 3.3.5.1 (SRs 3.3.5.1.1 and 3.3.5.1.2) and 3.3.7.1 (SR 3.3.7.1.3). This statement
will be removed from these Bases locations. Additionally, the statements "The setpoint shall be
left set consistent with the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology", and
"The as left trip point shall be consistent with the assumptions of the current plant specific
setpoint methodology." will be removed as they are redundant to the requirements of new
Specification 5.5.2.11, Setpoint Control Program.

A new Standard Departure (STD DEP) 16.3-99 has been written to remove these sentences.
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The following COLA Part 2, COLA Part 4 and Part 7 changes are required as a result of this RAI
response. They will be made in a future revision to the COLA.
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STD DEP 16.3-99, Bases Allowable Value Mis-statements

The Bases for SRs 3.3.1.1.3, 3.3.1.1.5, 3.3.1.1.6, 3.3.1.1.10, 3.3.1.1.11, 3.3.1.4.6,
3.3.4.1.2, 3.3.4.1.3, 3.3.4.2.2, 3.3.4.2.3, 3.3.5.1.1, 3.3.5.1.2 and 3.3.7.1.34 contain the
following inaccurate statement "If the as found setpoint is not within its required
Allowable Value, the plant specific setpoint methodology may be revised, as appropriate,
if the history and all other pertinent information indicate a need for the revision." This
statement has been deleted because it conflicts with Specification 5.5.2.11, Setpoint
Control Program. Additionally, the statements "The setpoint shall be left set consistent
with the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology", and "The as left
trip point shall be consistent with the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology." are redundant to the requirements of Specification 5.5.2.11, Setpoint
Control Program and have been removed.
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SSLC Sensor Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

A Note is provided that imposes the SR only when power is > 25% RTP
because it is difficult to accurately determine core THERMAL POWER
from a heat balance when THERMAL POWER is < 25% RTP. At low
power levels, a high degree of accuracy is unnecessary because of the
large inherent margin to thermal limits (MCPR and APLHGR). At
> 25% RTP, the Surveillance is required to have been satisfactorily
performed within the last [7] days in accordance with SR 3.0.2.

SR 3.3.1:1.3

,A DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the SRNM and APRM-
High/Setdown channels in each division to provide confidence that the
function will perform as intended.

If the Ac fGud trip p1cint Ic notwithin i•,•k , ,quid Allowable.Value, th,
plant csp.ifie setpiRnt methedeelgy may be rz.is.d, as app.roprat- , if the
hictar' and all ethcr peatincnt inFzrAtiNO indieate a Reed fGr the Fyrzvicin.
Tht as left setpeint shall b•A,"t zon n V .ith the assumptions ef the
curnnt plant ctpGcifr ,ctpcit mo thodoogY-.

As noted, this SR is notrequired to.be performed prior to entering
MODE 2 from MODE. 1 .ince testing of the MODE 2 required SRNM and
APRM Functions cannot be performed in MODE 1. This allows entry into
MODE 2 if the surveillance Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this

event, the SR must be performed within 12 hours after entering MODE 2
from MODE 1. Twelve hours is based on the specified high reliability of
these Functions and providing a reasonable time in which to complete the
SR.

The devices that are used to implement the SRNM-High and APRM-
High/Setdown Functions are specified to' be highly reliable and low drift.
The self-test'features provide confidence that most failures will be
automatically detected. However, a relatively short surveillance interval
of [7] days is used because of the limited diversity of Functions available
for the plant conditions where.these Functions are used.

STP 3 & 4 &B 3.3.1.1-63' Rev. 3
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SSLC Sensor Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES,

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3;1.1.4

A DIVISION FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the SRNM Functions
that are required in MODE 5 to provide confidence that the Functions will
perform as intended.

The [31] day frequency is based on the specified high reliability and low
drift of the devices that are used to implement the SRNM-High and
APRM-High Functions. In addition, the self-test features of the NMS
provide confidence that most'failures that occur between surveillances
will be automatically detected. The diversity of Functions provided
:(including manual scram), coupled with the SENSOR CHANNEL
CHECKS provide confidence that this frequency is adequate.

,SR 3.31.1.5 and SR 3 3.1.1.6

A DIVISIONAL FUNCTIONAL TEST or CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
is:performed on the required Functions or channels in each division to
provide confidence that the Functions will perform as intended. The test
is performed by replacing the process signal with a test signal as far
upstream in the instrument channel as possible within the constraints of
the instrumentation design and the need to perform the surveillance
without-disrupting plant operations. The testing may be performed so that
multiple uses of a parameter may be tested at one time.

If t-14 8: f;ur6. tr4P p98.-t G nMt 'wthmR itc rcgi:zbr.d All.wabl .Value, the
plant .. P..ifi .. tp.int methodology may 18 .. Vi..d,. ac ppropriate, if the

hicor, an al ohGr pOrtinont inFfration iniAt Ranod for the rcvigion.
Th1ctpaik hAll h0 'Aft ACA AQncictAnt With tho aGG.umptionc5 of tho
urntplant specific. cctpeint methodolegy.

The [92] day frequency is based on the specified high reliability and low
drift of the devices that are used to implement the Functions. In addition,
the self-test features of the SSLC provides confidence that most failures
that occur between surveillances will be automatically detected. The
diversity of Functions provided for plant protection (including manual
actuation), coupled with the SENSOR CHANNEL CHECKS provide
confidence that this frequency is adequate.

The OPERABILITY of the SENSOR CHANNELs is determined by
injecting -a test signal in a single channel-as near to the source .as
possible to assure that the DTFs in all divisions create an initiation signal
when needed and that the signal is received by the TLF .or DLC.

STP 3 & 4 B 3.3.1.1-64 
Rev. -3

STP 3 & 4 B 3.3.1.1-64 Rev. 3
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SSLC Sensor Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES;

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.10andSR 3.3.1.1.11

A SENSOR CHANNEL CALIBRATION or CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop and the sensor. This test verifies
that a channel responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. Calibration leaves the channel adjusted to account
for instrument drift between successive calibrations. Measurement error
historical determinations must be performed consistent with the plant
,specific setpoint methodology. The channel shall be left calibrated
consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint methodology. As noted in
SR 3.3.1.1.10, the calibration includes calibration of all parameters used
to establish derived setpoints (e.g. TPM setpoint) and all parameters used
to automatically bypass a trip Function (e.g. < 40% RTP bypass of TSV
closure).

CHANNEL CALIBRATION includes calibration of the I/O units used to
implement the ATWS mitigation feature initiation.

if the azr fei trhip phtrt "rid 8F tarkblz) i, nREt nrithiR .its AIWAKI -V8a118, thO plant Gp886ifil 68tpzin't mz~thIzlzlg' mI .z Arz': , az
apprcpriate, if the histery and all other pertincnt inomto niat
ncodI for thb rOviciFOn. Calibration Shall bo4 oro':idnd that 4s cnaRictont yitlh
the accGumption Of the curront plant spgcific sotpoint moethedology-.

As noted in SR 3.3.1.1.10, neutron detectors are excluded from SENSOR
CHANNEL CALIBRATION because of the difficulty of simulating a
meaningful signal. Changes in neutron detector sensitivity are
compensated for by performing the 7 day calorimetric calibration
(SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the 1000 MW-d/t LPRM calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.7).

The 18 month frequency is based on the ABWR expected refueling
interval and the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions
that apply during a plant outage. The frequency must be supported with a
setpoint analysis that includes a drift allowance commensurate with this
frequency.

SR 3.3.1.1.12

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are less than
or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident analysis. The
RPS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included in Reference 9.

As noted, neutron detectors are excluded&from RPS RESPONSE TIME
testing because the principles of detector operation virtually ensure an
instantaneous response time.

STP 3 & 4 B 3.3.1.1-67 
Rev. '3

8TP'3 & 4 B 3.3.1.1-67 Rev. -3
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ESF Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.1.4.5

This SR ensures that the individual.channel response times for ECCS
actuation are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. Response time testing acceptance criteria are
included in Reference 5.

The 18 month frequency is based on the ABWR expected refueling
interval and the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions
that apply during a plant outage. The specified high reliability of the
devices used in the ESF and ECCS processing coupled with operating
experience which shows that random failures of instrumentation and
embedded processor components causing serious time degradation,, but
not channel failure, are infrequent provide confidence that the specified
Frequency is adequate.

SR 3.3.1.4.6

A SENSOR CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument loop and the sensor. This test verifies a SENSOR CHANNEL
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary range and
accuracy. SENSOR CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive; calibrations.
Measurement error historical determinations must be performed
consistent with the plant specific setpoint methodology. The channel
shall be left calibrated consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint
methodology. As noted, the calibration includes calibration of all
parameters used to establish derived setpointsand all parameters used
to automatically bypass a trip function.

If tho 2c found trip p .int (f . ..d or Variablg) is Rot A. ..ith*n ka.A..IW 2
Valwe, the plant cpesific c0otpint mothoqdoog9Y May bG FO'.'ii6o, aG
apprzpr~Vtl, if the hiztEr' and all Othzr pertinznt iR.fzrmatizR.iR1nizatA A
nczd ifr thA rv.Nicizn. CalibratiOn Shall be ffcvided that i. Gen sictent W'ith
thO ac....ptiani . f the .uFrr.nt plant SpGcGfic 6Gtpoint 4Mothedoelgy'

The 18 month frequency is based on the ABWR expected refueling
interval and the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions
that apply during a plant outage. The Frequency is adequate, based on
the specified low drift of the devices used to implement the Functions
covered by this LCO.

STP3& 4 B 3.3.1.4-28 
Rev. ~3

STP 3& 4 B 3.3.1.4-28 .Rev. ,3
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ATWS & EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.4.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channeiwill perform .the intended
function.

if the as found trip pent Is Rot withki its re.quirc A.!lwble VYalue, the
plant spccifie sctpaint moethedalogy mnay bc roviscd, ar. appropriatc,if the
hictery ard all other pG4RtIcr
T.... a6c l..ft trip POi shall be

.....Rorm................ noae Tar I f .rcvi'-cin.
concictGnt Ywith thoaccumAPtionc Of thoi

currant piant cpcciric catpaint motnaaaio~'.

The frequency of [92] days is based on the specified high reliability and
redundancy of the devices used to implement the Functions, the specified
low drift of the devices and the signal validati6n~tests that are
automatically and continuously performed on the'channels. This
surveillance for the Reactor Water Level- Low, Level 2, and Turbine
Steam Flow Rapid Shutoff Functions must be performed in conjunction
with the equivalent surveillances in the SSLC Sensor Instrumentation
LCO (LCO 3.3.1.1).

SR 3.3.4.1.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete:checkzof the instrument
processing channel and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameterwithin the specified range and
accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channeladjusted to
account for instrument drifts between successive calibrations.
Measurement and setpoint error historical determinations must be
performed consistent with the plant specific setpoint methodology. The
channel shall be left calibrated consistent with the assumptions of the
setpoint methodology.

If the as fou'd "^tp^int ic nO 'et w0ithini roi-Feqid All^wabl" Value, the plant
spec.ic etpeint methedoelgy mA.y bcG r .Vi ..d,. a..ppr.piata, i th
hictory and all athGr PeAPnant inaaa iniaoanAod- for tha oiin
The cotpcint shall be left cot cnacistont wihtoacmto~of tho
currant Din~t coccific, nctoinat mAthado~alag.
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Feedwater Pump and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every'24 hours ensures that
a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK
is a comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar
parameter on other channels. It is. based on theassumption that
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations between instrument
'channels could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels, or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will
detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based on a
,combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including indication
and readability. If a channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the instrument has drifted outside its limits.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
channel failure is rare. Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected outright channel failure is. limited to 24 hours.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent,
checks of channel status during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required bythe LCO.

SR 3.3.4.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
*to ensure that the entire channel will performrthe intended function. If4the
or found retpeint i6'not'.Wethin itS roql~irod All'W-ablo VAaluo, the plant
SpOcific cctpOint mcthIdROGG-gy may b99 ";4'*6d, a. appreP.ii.tG, .. tho
hicrt.; and all ^thfr P8.Wti,.nt infzrnAFtiz, ind'izAt 1.. Reed far the z:Fz-si
The rsetpeint shall be left set coeneictent With the azcumptionc at the
cur;ont pb"nt spc.ifi' setpeint m-ethdology.

The Frequency of [92] days is based on the system capability to
automatically perform self-tests and diagnostics.

The Surveillance is modified 'by a Note to indicate that when the channel
functional test is performed, entry into associated Conditions and
Required Actions may be delayed for Up to 2 hours. This Note is
,acceptable becausewhen. performing this test the trip module outputs are
blocked so that the feedwater pumps and main turbineare not tripped.

STP 3 & 4 B 3.3.4.2-~6 
Rev. 3
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Feedwater Pump and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.4.2.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop and
the sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to the measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL
CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument
drifts between successive calibrations. Measurement and setpoint error
historical determinations must be, performed consistent with the plant
,specific setpoint methodology. The channel shall be left calibrated
consistent with the assumpotionsof the setpoint methodology.

,If th6 ac feund .etpziniit ic net withiAn i , rqu.irc .Allewable Value, the plaInt
cpecific cetpeint methedelogy may be revicod, ac apprprio. ;, .. the
hictor; and all ethor ptincnt information indicate a need for tha reav•sio.
The cotpein chall be left ACot concictent With thc accumFptione of the
current plant cpocific cctpoint mcthodology.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month calibration
interval inthe determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the
setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.4.2:4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for each feedwater pump and
main turbine. 'The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the~conditions that apply during a plant outage
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were
performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown
that these components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at
the specified Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. DCDTier2,Section 15.1.

STP 3 & 4 B 3.3.4.2-7R Rev. 3
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.5;1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

As noted at the beginning of the SR, the SRs for each Control Rod Block
instrumentation Function are found in the SR column of Table 3.3.5.1-1.

SR 3.315.1.1 andSR 3.3.5.1.2

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS for the ATLM and RWM are
:performed using simulated data that emulates an action .outside of
-permissible rod withdrawals and verifying that a rod block output occurs.
,If.thc rodi blockc do not occur -FAithin the cpociflod allowable ':aluac. the
.. ,nt .poc ... c ..poi.t mA.thodoG9Y m. Y 139 r..i.d, as apprcpriftei
.hiztzr and all 8ther Perizti~zmtz rdzt zdfrtor''cn
The ca~tPcfint shall be loft c9t GGRci6tAnt With the accumptieanc G4 the
urr^nt plan.t cpocifi. eztpint m^theed..gy. As noted, the SRs are not

required to be performed until 1 hour after specified conditions are met
:(e.g., after any control rod is withdrawn in MODE 2). This allows entry
into the appropriate~conditions needed to perform the required SRs.

*The [92] day frequencies are based on the specified high reliability and
low drift of the devices that are used to implement the RWM and ATLM.
In,,Addition, the self testleatures provide confidence that most failures
that occur between surveillances will be automatically detected. These
features, coupled with the use of 2/2 logic before rod withdrawal is
permitted, provides confidence that the frequency is adequate.

SR 3.3.5.1.3 and SR 3.3.5.1.4

The LPSP is the point where the transition is made between the ATLM
and RWM functions. The Allowable Value for the LPSP is in the range of
[101% to [30]% RTP. The effective setpoint of the LPSP must be
periodically confirmed.

The 1,8 month frequency is based on the ABWR expected refueling
interval and the need to perform these Surveillance under the conditions
.that apply during a plant. outage.

Since the LPSP function is specified to be very reliable and the setpoint is
not susceptible to drift, a surveillance interval equal to the specified
interval is adequate.

STP 3& 4 B 3.3.5.1-6 Rev. ,3
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CRHA EF Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.3.7.1.1 (continued)

between the instrument channels could be an indication of excessive
instrument drift in one of the channels or other channel faults. A
CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff~based on a,
:combination of the channel instrument and parameter indication
uncertainties.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that:demonstrates
channel failure is rare. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
ensures that undetected outright channel failure is limited to [24] hours-
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent,
checks of channel status during normal operational Use of the displays
associated with channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.7.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended function and
that the setpoints in the initiation logic devices are correct.

The Frequency of [92] days is based on requiring the Emergency
Filtration train to operate for a specified duration:every [92] days.

SR 3.3.7.1.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel and the sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjustedto account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations. Measurement and
setpoint error historical determinations must be performed consistent with
the plant specific setpoint methodology. The channel shall be left
calibrated consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint methodology.

If th- ac fu-nRd trip P=itS (Pied 8F V.. ; ble) ic nzt withi iR --- zw...z

Value, the plant cp•eifiT setp.ei.t mthed.legy May be ,9.Vr"id, c
'appraprfiate, if the hictzr'; BRnd 8ll 1tz 1 ... & cn t AnfRmin indioAt A
need f9F the rcicien. The rsetpe;Rt rhall h-A .lzft* A-At- A-A.RncicRtAt Vit4 thz
AGGcuIM~iGnc Of thzA curronAt Rlant G~OGfic GctAoint mo~thod@loiIY.
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